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Abstract

With the rapid proliferation of the internet, web browsers have evolved from single-

purpose remote document viewers into multifaceted systems for executing dynamic,

interactive web applications. In order to enhance the web browsing experience of

users and to facilitate on-demand customizability, most web browsers now can be

fitted with extensions : pieces of software that utilize the underlying web platform of

a browser and provide a wide range of features such as advertisement blocking, safety

ratings of websites, in-browser web development, and many more. Extensible web

browsers provide access to their powerful privileged components in order to facilitate

the development of feature-rich extensions. This exposure comes at a price, though,

as a vulnerable extension can introduce a security hole through which an attacker

can access the privileged components and penetrate a victim user’s browser, steal

the user’s sensitive information, and even execute arbitrary code in the user’s com-

puter. The current browser security model is inadequate for preventing attacks via

such vulnerable extensions. Therefore, an effective protection mechanism is required

that would provide web browsers adequate security while still allowing them to be

extended.

In this thesis, we propose a runtime protection mechanism for JavaScript-based

browser extensions. Our protection mechanism performs offline randomization of an
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extension’s source code and augments the corresponding browser with appropriate

modifications. The protection from malicious injection attacks is enforced at runtime

by distinguishing attack code from the randomized extension code. Furthermore,

for maximum backward compatibility with existing extensions, we propose a com-

plementary static points-to analysis technique that can be invoked on-demand for

assessing the security of dynamic code generation functions present in the source

code of extensions. Our combined approach of runtime protection and static anal-

ysis is independent of the existing extension platforms, thus obviating the need of

radically changing the platforms and requiring developers to rewrite their extensions.

We implement our protection mechanism in the popular Mozilla Firefox browser and

evaluate our approach on a set of vulnerable and non-vulnerable Mozilla Firefox ex-

tensions. The evaluation results indicate that our approach can be a viable solution

for preventing attacks on JavaScript-based browser extensions while incurring neg-

ligible performance overhead and maintaining backward compatibility with existing

extensions.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Web browsers are among the most widely used applications in personal computers

around the world. Millions of people regularly use web browsers to connect to the

internet in order to perform various activities ranging from online social networking

to transferring balance between bank accounts. More importantly, a web browser

acts as the interface between the untrusted realm of the internet and the critical

online/offline data of a user. Such data can range from account passwords of web-

based e-mail applications to private documents stored in hard disks. The unparalleled

widespread availability coupled with the potential opportunity of accessing lucrative

information makes web browsers highly attractive targets for malicious attackers. By

exploiting a security vulnerability in a web browser, an attacker can get unauthorized

access to a user’s sensitive information and even execute arbitrary code in the user’s

computer.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

One of the ways a web browser can be attacked is via a vulnerable browser ex-

tension. A browser extension is a software which adds extra features on top of the

standard feature set of a browser [2]. These added features can augment some fa-

cilities already present in the browser (e.g., enhance the bookmarking facility [38]),

or provide entirely new functionalities, such as selective blocking of unwanted ad-

vertisements [1]. The ability to customize web browsers according to one’s personal

tastes and needs have made browser extensions extremely popular. As of this writ-

ing, around three billion Firefox extensions have been downloaded from the Mozilla

Add-on repository [4]. A vulnerable extension thus can potentially let an attacker

compromise all of its user base. Moreover, web browsers provide powerful application

programming interfaces (APIs) to the extensions in order to facilitate the develop-

ment of feature-rich extensions. Some of these APIs provide access to such highly

privileged browser components that an attacker can even execute arbitrary code in

a user’s computer if an extension is exploitable [87]. Finally, in order to ease the

extension development process, browser vendors let developers create extensions us-

ing standard web technologies (e.g., HTML, XML, JavaScript, and CSS). Thus, an

attacker needs nothing more than a rudimentary knowledge of web technologies in

order to exploit an extension vulnerability.

A large number of browser extensions are developed using the JavaScript lan-

guage. In fact, in four out of the top five major browsers, JavaScript is used as

the primary programming language for extension development. As a web browser

routinely executes JavaScript code from a multitude of websites across the internet,

it must provide its users sufficient protection from potentially malicious JavaScript

code embedded in web pages. In this regard, web browsers enforce an access control
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mechanism known as the Same Origin Policy [96]. The Same Origin Policy states that

JavaScript code from one web origin cannot interact with the content or JavaScript

code of another web origin. For example, if a user accesses an attacker’s web page

(origin 1) in a web browser window, the Same Origin Policy prevents JavaScript code

executing in that window from accessing the user’s web-based email (origin 2), which

might be open in another window of that browser. The Same Origin Policy also

prevents JavaScript code embedded in web pages from accessing the powerful inter-

nal components of a browser. However, browsers relax the Same Origin Policy for

JavaScript code of extensions. In other words, JavaScript code of browser extensions

receive much higher privileges than JavaScript code of web pages. Thus, an extension

can get unrestrained access to web page resources from various origins and also to

the internal components of the browser it extends. Although these powerful abili-

ties have given rise to such feature-rich extensions that need to access arbitrary web

pages and the filesystem [35], they also enable an attacker to utilize the privileges

of a vulnerable extension to launch malicious attacks. These attacks are far more

devastating than other web-based attacks that subvert the Same Origin Policy (e.g.,

cross site scripting [70], content sniffing attacks [49]). For the latter, an attacker’s

reach is constrained within the realms of a vulnerable web application, whereas by

attacking a vulnerable extension, an attacker can access everything that a browser

can access (e.g., filesystem, network, and critical web resources) [87].

One of the ways of exploiting an extension vulnerability is injecting malicious

JavaScript code in the extension. Code injection is a general technique employed by

attackers to inject malicious code in a running software. Code injection vulnerabili-

ties have manifested themselves in almost all kinds of software, ranging from buffer
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overflow vulnerabilities in system software to SQL injection and cross site scripting

vulnerabilities in web applications [97]. In a typical code injection attack, an attacker

usually supplies attack code to a vulnerable input of a running software. The attack

alters the execution flow of the running software and transfers control to the mali-

cious code supplied by the attacker. Code injection vulnerabilities in JavaScript-based

browser extensions can be particularly devastating for three main reasons. First, by

injecting malicious JavaScript code in an extension, an attacker can escalate the priv-

ilege level of the malicious code to the level of the extension. The attacker can misuse

this higher privilege to launch such powerful attacks which can spawn arbitrary OS

processes to remotely control the victim’s computer [87]. Second, an attacker does

not need to compromise any other browser components in order to succeed. Some

knowledge about a vulnerability in an extension is often enough for an attacker to

take over a victim’s computer. Finally, as JavaScript is a memory-safe language, code

injection attacks on JavaScript-based extensions can often be executed with guaran-

teed success, which is not the case for other programs written in memory-unsafe

languages [102]. Therefore, it is extremely important to develop robust and practical

mechanisms to protect web browser extensions from JavaScript injection attacks.

Current solutions to the browser extension vulnerability problems either employ

traditional static [44,45,79] and dynamic [57,58] analysis techniques, or redesign the

whole extension systems [15,20,48,69]. However, these solutions suffer from a number

of limitations. Static analysis alone can only detect vulnerabilities in an extension

before deployment and thus offers no runtime protection [44, 45, 79]. Dynamic anal-

ysis techniques commonly employ taint tracking to monitor the flow of untrusted

data inside a browser, but these solutions incur significant performance overhead and
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sometimes rely on user judgement to distinguish vulnerable extensions from non-

vulnerable ones [57, 58]. Both researchers and browser vendors have proposed secure

extension application programming interfaces (APIs) to reduce the occurrences of vul-

nerabilities [15, 20, 48, 69]. However, these APIs require developers to redesign their

extensions, and significantly reduce the versatility of extensions by limiting their ca-

pabilities. Moreover, even extensions written using secure APIs have been found

vulnerable due to developers wrongly using some powerful privileges [61,62]. Browser

vendors typically encourage extension developers to upload extensions in a centralized

repository, where each extension gets reviewed by volunteers for security defects [3].

However, the manual review process is error-prone, as demonstrated by the discov-

ery of vulnerabilities in security-reviewed extensions hosted in such repositories [36].

Finally, extensions are also available for downloading outside the vendor-supported

repositories, and many software silently install extensions in browsers. These exten-

sions are not security-checked.

Although web browsers grant powerful privileges to extensions, the browser secu-

rity model, i.e., the Same Origin Policy has not evolved in tandem to cope with the

security risks of vulnerable extensions. Moreover, some approaches aimed at mitigat-

ing this problem drastically change the underlying extension platforms, which require

a complete redesign of the existing extensions and rely on developers’ judgement to

securely use privileged APIs. Therefore, a protection mechanism for browser exten-

sions is needed which (1) provides adequate security guarantees, (2) does not require

any changes to the existing extension platforms, and (3) is completely transparent to

the developers.
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1.2 Objective and Scope

The objective of this thesis is to develop a runtime protection mechanism that prevents

malicious code execution even in the presence of vulnerabilities in browser extensions.

Extension vulnerabilities manifest themselves after deployment, and current browser

protection mechanisms are inadequate and fail to protect users from exploitations.

Moreover, browser vendors rely heavily on extension developers to write secure code

[23], or arbitrarily change APIs that force developers to redesign their extensions. In

light of these observations, the major objectives of this thesis are threefold:

1. A fail-safe protection mechanism for browsers should be designed which would

ensure that even vulnerable extensions cannot be exploited. We want to ensure

that any injection attacks on vulnerable extensions must fail, without relying

on any third-party to patch the vulnerability.

2. The protection mechanism should not require developers to redesign their ex-

tensions or learn new APIs. We believe that this imposes unnecessary burden

on the developers and provides no backward compatibility with the existing

extensions.

3. The protection mechanism should be active and transparent from users. In other

words, unlike pre-deployment testing or post-exploitation forensic analysis, our

protection mechanism should be integrated in the browser for providing runtime

protection from active threats.

In this thesis, we focus on JavaScript-based browser extensions. We are aware of the

fact that non-JavaScript extensions are available for browsers, and security breaches

can also occur in those extensions. However, we have noticed that JavaScript-based
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extensions enjoy far more popularity than their non-JavaScript counterparts, and thus

provide attackers with a far greater attack surface. Also, we do not focus on browser

plugins, which enable rich media and document content such as Flash, Silverlight,

and PDF in browsers. Finally, we do not focus on malicious extensions, which are

written by attackers themselves [106]. We focus on potentially vulnerable extensions

written by trustworthy developers.

1.3 Contributions

The nature of browser extension vulnerabilities, the inadequacy of the current browser

security policy, and the analysis of prior research approaches have led us to the

following hypothesis:

A runtime protection mechanism coupled with the aid of static analysis

can provide adequate security from JavaScript injection attacks on browser

extensions.

In support of the above hypothesis, we contribute the following:

1. We develop JSRand, a runtime protection mechanism based on code trans-

formation techniques inspired by cryptographic principles. In particular, we

randomize extension code in such a way that it becomes self-protecting. The

particular highlight of our approach is that it neither relies on any particular

extension API nor it changes the existing extension platforms. Rather, we build

our approach based on the syntax of the JavaScript language, and augment the

security mechanisms already present in the browser.

2. We develop JSPoint, a static points-to analysis component that assesses the
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security of dynamic JavaScript code generation functions used in extensions.

This component helps reduce false positives in our runtime protection mecha-

nism which might wrongly disable legitimate dynamic JavaScript code genera-

tion in extensions. The component ensures maximum backward compatibility

with existing extensions.

3. We implement our runtime protection mechanism in the popular Mozilla Fire-

fox browser, one of the first browsers to offer a JavaScript-based extension sys-

tem. We evaluate our approach on a selection of vulnerable and non-vulnerable

Mozilla Firefox extensions, and report the effectiveness and practical impli-

cations of our approach. Our evaluation results indicate that the combined

approach of runtime protection and static analysis is adequate for preventing

JavaScript injection attacks on extensions without requiring any changes to the

underlying extension platforms.

1.4 Organization

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides the relevant

background knowledge. We include background on the web platform enabled by

browsers and the extensibility features of modern web browsers. We also describe how

extensions can introduce vulnerabilities in a browser and how the existing security

policy of browsers fails to mitigate these vulnerabilities. Chapter 3 provides an in-

depth survey of the related work on secure browser designs, browser extension security,

untrusted JavaScript isolation, randomization-based protection techniques, and static

analysis of JavaScript. Chapter 4 presents our proposed approach based on runtime
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protection and static analysis. We first provide an overview of our approach, and then

describe the design decisions and the working principles of each component in detail.

Chapter 5 discusses the implementation of our technique, the evaluation suite, and

the experimental results. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by providing a summary of

the work, discusses the limitations, and sheds some light on future work.



Chapter 2

Background

Since the inception of web browsers, a set of core components have provided the

foundation for the web platform of browsers. We first briefly discuss how these com-

ponents work together to provide the standard web browsing features (Section 2.1).

In addition to the standard features, web browsers facilitate on-demand customiz-

ability through two primary mechanisms: plugins and extensions. In Section 2.2,

we discuss these two mechanisms along with an overview of the extension platforms

of three major web browsers. Afterwards, we turn our focus on JavaScript-based

browser extensions. We compare JavaScript-based extensions with JavaScript pro-

grams embedded in web pages on the basis of the privileges granted to them by web

browsers (Section 2.3). We then show how a combination of widespread availability,

usage of standard web technologies, and powerful privileges can pose vulnerable ex-

tensions as significant security threats to web browsers (Section 2.4). We describe

the working principles of the current browser security model: the Same Origin Pol-

icy in Section 2.5. However, the Same Origin Policy provides inadequate protection

from attacks on browser extensions. In Section 2.6, we show how a particular class

10
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of attacks known as JavaScript injection attacks can subvert the Same Origin Policy

and exploit vulnerable extensions.

2.1 The Web Platform

The first web browser (WWWBrowser) was developed for remotely accessing geo-

graphically distributed information [50, 51]. The World Wide Web (WWW) itself

started off as a distributed information repository featuring a client-server architec-

ture. At its core, the WWW featured HyperText Markup Language (HTML) docu-

ments containing information content, Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs) to locate

documents stored at remote servers, and network protocols (e.g., HTTP, FTP, Gopher

etc.) to transmit the documents over communication channels. The WWWBrowser

was the client portion of the web’s client-server architecture. It featured a graphical

user interface, rendered HTML documents on users’ screen, and provided methods

such as hyperlinks and navigation buttons to explore the web. These foundational

elements are still the major features of modern web browsers.

Over the last 20 years, the web has rapidly transitioned from a set of intercon-

nected static documents into a platform for feature-rich, interactive web applications.

Consequently, web browsers have also evolved from mere user interfaces for remote

documents into systems for running complex web applications. In other words, web

browsers have become full-fledged operating systems for web-based programs [94].

Modern web browsers are complex multi-component systems providing many fea-

tures analogous to operating systems. For example, web browsers execute program

code (JavaScript), provide access to system level resources (e.g., files, network etc.),

and enforce security policies to isolate web applications from each other.
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Figure 2.1: Major components of a web browser (adapted from [65]). The vertical
dashed line on the left separates the internal components from the visible components.

All major web browsers feature a set of core components that interact in intricate

ways to provide the web browsing experience [65]. Fig. 2.1 shows a simplified view of

the major browser components. The Networking component is responsible for fetching

HTML documents over various network protocols. An HTML documents is parsed

using the HTML Parser, which produces a Document Object Model (DOM) tree. The

Rendering Engine uses this DOM tree to calculate the document layout for presenting

on the screen. The JavaScript Engine is a standalone component which is used by

browsers to execute JavaScript code present on web pages. For example, JavaScript

code in HTML documents can be used to dynamically create and insert new nodes

into the DOM tree. For this purpose, web browsers make a copy of the DOM tree

available to the JavaScript Engine. The User Interface (UI) is the “frontend” of the

Rendering Engine. It displays HTML documents based on the layout information

received from the Rendering Engine. Additionally, the User Interface contains UI

Widgets such as navigation buttons, menus, and the address bar. Web browsers
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also have a Data Persistence component that stores persistent data such as browsing

history, bookmarks, and passwords.

Web browsers might implement the core components in a number of ways. For

example, Mozilla Firefox [28] and Internet Explorer [17] use the Component Object

Model (COM) approach. COM-based architecture facilitates separation between the

design and the implementation of components. Component interfaces are described

at a high level using an appropriate Interface Description Language (IDL) [28]. Con-

crete component instances implement those interfaces. In this way, components can

be reused and reimplemented as long as they adhere to the high level interface de-

scriptions, leading to a cleaner and modular design. Regardless of the implementation

choices, web browsers typically bundle together a set of mature, standardized com-

ponents that adhere to the web standards [37] and make up the web platform of the

browsers. In order to facilitate customization through on-demand addition of non-

standard features, modern web browsers also have various extensibility mechanisms,

which we describe next.

2.2 Extending Web Browsers

Features such as displaying web pages, navigating back and forward between web

pages, remembering the browsing history of users, managing bookmarks, and stor-

ing web application states in cookies are standard across all modern web browsers.

However, to avoid “feature-bloat”, web browsers do not provide non-standard fea-

tures out of the box [6, 19]. Instead, browser vendors delegate the responsibility to

the users to customize their browsers with their chosen features. An example of a

non-standard feature is the support for displaying or executing various content types
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Figure 2.2: Extensibility mechanisms in web browsers. (a) Plugins enable rendering
of non-native content types. (b) Extensions add new features to web browsers and
modify browsers (shown in dark shade).

such as PDF, Flash, Silverlight, and Java. These content types are not typically sup-

ported by browsers, as the browsers usually only support content types of the web

platform (e.g., HTML, JavaScript, CSS etc.). In order to enable these content types

in browsers, users need to install third-party plugins that recognize these content

types and render or execute them accordingly. Fig. 2.2 (a) shows how a PDF plugin

enables a browser to show a non-native content-type. As another example, consider

a website that might display advertisements to generate revenues (see Fig. 2.3 (a)).

Some users might not want the advertisements to show up when they visit that web-

site. This is a non-standard feature demand, as there might be other users who find

that advertisement interesting. Therefore, instead of making this feature a part of the

browser core, browser vendors allow users to install third-party extensions to block

the advertisement (see Fig. 2.3 (b)). Fig. 2.2 (b) shows how extensions can enable
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3: Blocking unwanted advertisements with a browser extension. (a) In the
absence of the extension, the advertisement is visible (surrounded with dashed lines).
(b) The extension hides the advertisement from the web page.

features such as blocking advertisements, displaying RSS feeds, and customizing the

user interface. Most modern web browsers support both these kinds of extensibility,

namely: plugins and extensions. We briefly discuss these extensibility mechanisms in

the next subsections.

2.2.1 Plugins

Plugins extend the set of content types that can be displayed or executed by browsers.

The default content types supported by browsers are HTML (and variants of XML),

JavaScript, and CSS. In order to render or execute other content types, browsers

depend on third-party plugins [107]. For example, browsers invoke the Adobe Flash

plugin to render Flash movies embedded in web pages [5]. Plugins are binary code

modules written in native languages such as C or C++. Plugins are platform de-

pendent, which means that a plugin targeted for Windows will not run on Linux

or Mac OS. Modern web browsers support either ActiveX (Internet Explorer) [16]
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or Netscape Plugin API, i.e., NPAPI (Firefox, Chrome, Safari, and Opera) plugin

APIs [21]. Typically, a plugin implements a set of interfaces defined by the APIs

that can be called by browsers to load and initialize the plugin [22]. Conversely, the

plugin communicates with browsers via the plugin APIs on the browser-side to ren-

der the plugin-supported content. Once a browser encounters plugin-specific content

in a web page, the particular plugin for that content-type is invoked. The plugin

is unloaded from the memory once the page is closed. Besides the communication

interfaces, plugins are largely independent from browsers. For instance, plugins may

implement their own security policies that are different than the security policy of

browsers [64,108].

2.2.2 Extensions

Browser extensions are software which add features to enhance or modify the browser

itself. The subtle distinction between extensions and plugins is that plugins do not

become part of a browser [32]. Rather, plugins are separate binary modules that

are loaded on demand for a particular content type. In contrast, extensions be-

come part of a browser and may have unlimited flexibility in modifying the browser’s

appearance and behavior. For example, extensions can modify a browser’s user in-

terface, access the DOM of webpages, and transfer data via networks. Extensions

typically leverage a browser’s own components (e.g., JavaScript engine, HTML and

CSS parsers) for implementing their desired functionality. Unlike cross-browser plu-

gin APIs like NPAPI, each major browser has its unique extension system. In one side

of the spectrum, Internet Explorer uses native code (Dynamic Link Library) exten-

sions known as Browser Helper Objects [6]. On the other hand, Mozilla Firefox and
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Google Chrome leverage the existing support for the web platform inside the browser

(HTML, JavaScript, and CSS) and base their extension systems on top of the plat-

form (JavaScript-based extensions) [11, 26]. Note that, beyond the commonality of

using standard web technologies, the extension systems of Mozilla Firefox and Google

Chrome are different from each other. In the next few paragraphs, we briefly discuss

the extension systems of the three most popular web browsers: Internet Explorer,

Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome.

Internet Explorer Extensions. Internet Explorer can be extended with Browser

Helper Objects (BHOs) [6]. The support for BHOs was first introduced in Internet

Explorer 4. BHOs are essentially Component Object Model (COM) components [33]

that are loaded by Internet Explorer on startup and reside in the same process address

space as the browser. The extensions can be visible to users via a user interface

widget (e.g., toolbar) or can be completely invisible, running in the background.

Internet Explorer allows BHOs to arbitrarily modify the appearance and behavior

of the browser. For example, BHOs can change context menus and toolbars of the

browser, hook into the browser event system (e.g., listening to mouse clicks etc.), and

detect the navigations between web pages.

Mozilla Firefox Extensions. Mozilla Firefox extensions are constructed using

widely used web technologies such as HTML, XML, JavaScript, and CSS [26]. Devel-

opers familiar with the web platform thus can easily learn to develop Mozilla Firefox

extensions. The user interface of a Mozilla Firefox extension is written in XUL (XML

User Interface Language) [27]. The functionality of the extension is programmed in

JavaScript. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are used to add visual styles (also known
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as “skins”) to the extension. Mozilla Firefox extensions can arbitrarily change the

user interface of the browser via a technique known as “overlays” [30]. Mozilla Firefox

also exposes most of its internal components through XPConnect, a translation layer

that allows the JavaScript code of extensions to get unrestrained access to those com-

ponents [29]. Like BHOs, Mozilla Firefox extensions also reside in the same process

address space of the browser. However, unlike BHOs, Mozilla Firefox extensions are

cross-platform as they only depend on the browser components to run and not on the

underlying operating system.

Google Chrome Extensions. Akin to Mozilla Firefox extensions, Google Chrome

extensions are also developed using web technologies such as HTML, JavaScript, and

CSS. Google Chrome extensions utilize the multi-process architecture of the browser

[8, 9, 95]. Specifically, Google Chrome extensions are partitioned into three modules,

each running in its own process address space and communicating using message

passing channels [13, 48]. This design distinguishes Google Chrome extensions from

Mozilla Firefox extensions, where the extensions run in the same address space as

the browser. A Google Chrome extension can be restricted to use a limited subset

of the extension APIs by declaring its “permissions” beforehand [14]. However, there

exists no such method which prevents an extension developer to declare arbitrary

permissions for an extension, making it overprivileged [62].

In this thesis, we focus on JavaScript-based extensions of the Mozilla Firefox

browser. We choose Mozilla Firefox for a number of reasons. First, Mozilla Firefox

is one of the earliest browsers to support JavaScript-based extensions. As a con-

sequence, Mozilla Firefox now supports a very robust and mature JavaScript-based

extension system. Second, as of this writing, the Mozilla Add-on repository hosts over
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7,800 extensions, providing us plenty of opportunities for experimentation. Moreover,

a number of public disclosures about Mozilla Firefox extension vulnerabilities are also

available, providing us the opportunity to investigate and analyze the common pat-

terns in those vulnerabilities. Finally, Mozilla makes the source of the Firefox browser

publicly available, which allows us to experiment, implement, and evaluate our solu-

tion in a real browser. In the rest of the thesis, “extensions” and “JavaScript-based

extensions of Mozilla Firefox” are used synonymously unless stated otherwise.

2.3 Privileges of Browser Extensions

Modern web applications are developed using an assortment of server-side and client-

side technologies. Regardless of the server-side technologies used (e.g., PHP, JSP,

ASP.NET etc.), web browsers receive an HTML document with optional JavaScript

code, i.e., scripts, and CSS styling as server-side interpreters convert a web applica-

tion’s code into the dialect of web browsers (HTML, JavaScript, and CSS). In other

words, web applications are executed on the “web platform” of browsers: HTML

and XML Parsers, JavaScript Engine, and CSS Parser. JavaScript-based browser

extensions also run on the same underlying web platform, which makes them almost

indistinguishable from a web browser’s viewpoint [84]. However, one key property

separates extensions from web applications:

JavaScript code of extensions receive greater privileges than JavaScript code of web

applications.
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2.3.1 Privileges of Web Application Scripts

In the early days of the web, web applications mostly consisted of static HTML

documents. Netscape Navigator 2.0, the predecessor of Mozilla Firefox, introduced

JavaScript to add dynamic features to the static documents [63]. This allowed web

developers to embed snippets of JavaScript code in their web pages which would ex-

ecute in web browsers. The biggest advantage of JavaScript was that it facilitated

dynamic modification of the DOM tree of the HTML documents. For example, por-

tions of a web page could be hidden or revealed based on the mouse click of a user.

This ushered the era of event-driven web applications, which behaved more like their

desktop counterparts. Scripts embedded in web pages can also open or close new

browser windows (pop-ups), change the visual style of a page element, and read the

state information (cookie) associated with a particular web application. Moreover,

scripts can send network requests to servers with the XMLHttpRequest API [39].

Web browsers provide a copy of the DOM tree of an HTML document to the

JavaScript engines so that the tree can be arbitrarily modified. Beyond the ability

to transform the DOM and to send HTTP requests to servers, the privileges of web

application scripts are severely limited. Web application scripts can neither modify

the user interfaces of browsers, nor can they access the filesystem. Sensitive data

sources within browsers such as passwords and bookmarks are also not exposed to web

application scripts. Moreover, the Same Origin Policy [96] forbids scripts embedded

in a web page from accessing web pages from different origins. The Same Origin

Policy also prevents web application scripts from sending network requests to servers

other than an application’s own origin. In short, web application scripts are not

granted access to the underlying system that a browser runs on, i.e., the operating
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of web application and extension JavaScript privileges. Web
application scripts are not allowed to access critical APIs, but extension scripts are
allowed.

system, and the system that the scripts themselves run on, i.e., the privileged browser

components.

2.3.2 Privileges of Browser Extension Scripts

The ability to add useful features on-demand makes browser extensions very attrac-

tive to end-users. Restricting extensions to the limited privileges of web application

scripts would severely cripple most of the extensions and make them lose their ap-

peal. For example, a download manager extension requires access to the filesystem, a

bookmark syncing extension needs to read the bookmarks, and a password manager

extension needs to access the password storage of the browser. Without these abil-

ities, these extensions would not be able to function. For this reason, web browsers

grant special privileges to extension scripts so that the extensions can use powerful
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Table 2.1: Comparison between extension script and web application script privileges.

Privileges of Scripts Browser
Extension

Web
Application

Modifying the DOM tree Yes Yes
Sending same-domain XMLHttpRequest Yes Yes
Sending cross-domain XMLHttpRequest Yes No

Accessing the filesystem Yes No
Accessing the password storage Yes No

Accessing the bookmarks Yes No
Accessing browsing history Yes No

Accessing browser preferences Yes No
Modifying the browser UI Yes No
Spawning OS processes Yes No

browser components to achieve the desired functionality. Fig. 2.4 shows the differ-

ences between the privileges of web application scripts and extension scripts. For

example, both kinds of scripts can access the DOM and the XMLHttpRequest APIs.

However, only extension scripts can access critical APIs for password storage and file

management despite the fact that both kinds of scripts run on the same underlying

web platform.

Different browsers use different approaches for granting powerful privileges to ex-

tensions. Mozilla Firefox implements most of its powerful features as cross-platform

component object model (XPCOM) components [28]. The interfaces of these compo-

nents are made available to the extensions with the aid of a translation layer known

as XPConnect [29]. Google Chrome exposes the browser internals to the extensions

via its extension API [15]. It is worth noting that all of the privileges of web appli-

cation scripts are also available to extension scripts. Moreover, sometimes extension

scripts are allowed to use an enhanced version of the API available to web applica-

tion scripts. For example, web application scripts can only send network requests to
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same-origin servers using the XMLHttpRequest API. In contrast, extension scripts

can use the same API to send network requests to arbitrary web servers. Table 2.1

shows a comparison between the privileges of extension and web application scripts.

We only list a representative list of privileges here; browsers can provide many other

privileges to extensions.

2.4 Security Risks of Browser Extensions

The ability to add powerful features on-demand has made browser extensions very

popular among users. However, vulnerable browser extensions can also compromise

the security of a browser, making them attractive targets for attackers. In particular,

three factors make vulnerable extensions a high-risk security threat for browsers:

1. The wild popularity of browser extensions.

2. The similarity of browser extensions and web applications.

3. The high privilege of browser extension scripts.

Popularity of Browser Extensions

Browser extensions are extremely popular. As of this writing, around three billion

extensions have been downloaded from the Mozilla Add-ons gallery [4]. In fact, one

third of Mozilla Firefox users have at least one extension installed [83]. In a similar

fashion, over 70 million extensions have been downloaded from the Google Chrome

web store [7]. However, a vulnerability in an extension can introduce a security leak in

an otherwise secure browser, thereby compromising the integrity and confidentiality

of the sensitive data of a victim user.
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Table 2.2: Real-world vulnerable Mozilla Firefox extensions.

Disclosure ID Name #Users

CVE-2010-0179 Firebug 3,145,200
CVE-2009-3478 FireFTP 1,236,199
CVE-2009-4102 Sage 56,655
CVE-2009-4100 Yoono 363,573

The main source of extensions are the official repositories hosted by the browser

vendors. Extensions submitted by third-party developers are checked for security

issues by the vendors before hosting them in the repositories. However, past research

have discovered exploitable extensions hosted in the vendor repositories [87]. Worse,

in some cases, exploitable extensions were developed by the browser vendor itself [53].

We list some notable examples of vulnerable Mozilla Firefox extensions in Table 2.2,

along with their corresponding disclosure ID and user population. These examples

show that even extensions hosted in official repositories that are used by thousands

of users can contain vulnerabilities. The large user base coupled with the availability

of exploitable extensions dramatically increases the attack surface for an attacker.

Similarity with Web Technologies

Browser extensions are developed using the same technologies used for websites. This

factor has contributed to the rapid increase of third-party developed extensions in

the vendor repositories. Mozilla Firefox and Google Chrome extension repositories

host over 7800 and 8500 extensions, respectively. However, the similarity with web

technologies also implies that anyone with a rudimentary knowledge of HTML and

JavaScript can potentially compromise an extension. Security researchers have al-

ready shown that it is possible to create an exploit code for extensions in less than
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ten lines of JavaScript [87].

High Privilege of Browser Extension Scripts

Browser extension scripts receive higher privileges than web application scripts. Al-

though web applications can face attacks such as Cross Site Scripting (XSS) and Cross

Site Request Forgery (CSRF), an attacker’s reach remains confined within the realms

of the web applications. An attack on a browser extension can be far more devas-

tating, as it allows an attacker to obtain the same amount of privilege the extension

receives. For example, a successful attack on a vulnerable extension can read all the

passwords, bookmarks, and cookies of a victim user and can send the data using the

extension’s cross-domain XMLHttpRequest privilege to an attacker-controlled server.

As past public disclosures have shown, an attacker can even remotely control a victim

user’s computer by spawning OS processes [87].

The combination of the above three factors motivate an attacker to exploit vul-

nerabilities in browser extensions. The privileges of extensions can also be misused

by creating malicious extensions (developed by attackers) [106]. In case of malicious

extensions, all the attacker has to do is to fool a user into installing the extension.

Although malicious extensions are available in the wild, and the threat is equally

severe, to date we are unaware of any malicious extension being hosted in the vendor

repositories, which are the primary sources of extensions. In contrast, a number of

vulnerable extensions have been found in the vendor repositories in the past. Consid-

ering the fact that users implicitly trust vendor repositories, we focus on protecting

vulnerable extensions from malicious attacks. In the next two sections, we describe

the JavaScript security mechanism of web browsers and explain how extensions can

be attacked by subverting the mechanism.
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Figure 2.5: A simplified view of JavaScript execution in web browsers.

2.5 JavaScript Security in Browsers

A JavaScript engine is a portable language runtime that enables applications to use

scripting features. Typically, JavaScript engines provide APIs for embedder applica-

tions to compile, execute, evaluate (compile and execute), and debug JavaScript. Web

browsers embed a JavaScript engine to execute scripts in web pages and extensions.

Due to the event-driven nature of web pages and extensions, script execution in web

browsers proceed in two stages [63]. Fig. 2.5 shows a simplified view of JavaScript

execution in browsers. In the first stage, the Document Parser (e.g., HTML/XML

parser) extracts script code found in <script> tags of web pages or extension UI

files (e.g., HTML files or XUL files) and sends it to the JavaScript engine. Script

code can also reside in separate JavaScript files (*.js files), which are also embedded

using <script> tags. In addition, the Document Parser also extracts event handler

code embedded in HTML DOM elements (e.g., <img onload="refresh();"/>) and

sends those to the engine as well. The JavaScript engine compiles the cleartext script
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code into its bytecode form. Then, the engine interprets the bytecode in a sequential

manner. As one of the reasons for embedding JavaScript in web pages is to modify

the DOM tree, the engine is initialized with a copy of the DOM tree under a global

object. This global object is usually called window in browsers. The DOM tree is

accessed with the document object, which is a child of window. During execution,

script code can modify the DOM tree via the global object. In addition, the global

object also provides access to utility functions. For example, the eval() function

converts text data into executable code. Event handlers are also registered in the

DOM tree and are bound to the document elements that invoke them (e.g., buttons,

images etc.). After the initial execution of all script code present in a document,

script execution enters the second stage. In this stage, triggered events such as mouse

clicks or asynchronous HTTP responses invoke the event handlers registered in the

first stage. The JavaScript engine executes the script code bound to these events.

JavaScript engines can execute script code embedded in different web pages and

extensions. However, browsers must prevent malicious JavaScript code from execution

in order to provide protection from remote attackers. In the next two subsections, we

describe the basics and the implementation of the fundamental JavaScript security

policy in browsers: the Same Origin Policy.

2.5.1 The Same Origin Policy

The Same Origin Policy [96] is a client-side access control policy, which stipulates that

JavaScript code from one origin cannot access the contents or scripts of a document

from another origin. In web browsers, an origin is defined as the combination of

the protocol, host, and port of a document’s Uniform Resource Locator (URL). For
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Table 2.3: Same Origin Policy in web browsers. Script from Origin:A wants to access
content from Origin:B (adapted from [96]).

Origin:A Origin:B Access Reason

http://www.mysite.com http://www.mysite.com Allow Same Origin
http://www.mysite.com https://www.mysite.com Deny Different Protocol
http://www.mysite.com http://www.othersite.com Deny Different Host

http://www.mysite.com:80 http://www.mysite.com:443 Deny Different Port

example, for the URL “http://www.mysite.com:80”, the protocol is “http”, host is

“www.mysite.com” and port is “80”. Two origins would be considered different if any

of the three elements (protocol, host, and port) does not match. Table 2.3 shows an

example of the Same Origin Policy check. Here, a script from origin A is trying to

access the contents of origin B. Only in the first row, the two origins match and the

script from origin A is allowed access to origin B. However, for the remaining cases,

the origins differ and the access is denied. The Same Origin Policy can thus effectively

regulate access between different web applications running in different windows, tabs,

or frames (e.g., documents embedded via <iframe>) of a browser.

The Same Origin Policy is a coarse-grained security policy. All resources em-

bedded in a web page inherit the origin of that web page. In particular, scripts

embedded in a web page via <script> tags will get access to the page even if the

script is actually hosted in another origin. For example, a web page from the origin

“http://www.mysite.com” might include a JavaScript library from “http://othersite.com”

as follows: <script src="http://othersite.com/library.js"></script>. Being

a coarse-grained policy, the Same Origin Policy determines the origin of a script

by only considering the origin of the embedder web page. Thus, the script from

“http://othersite.com” is granted access to “http://www.mysite.com”. In essence, the
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Figure 2.6: An instance of JSRuntime in Mozilla Firefox.

Same Origin Policy controls access across origins. However, it is not fine-grained

enough to enforce access control within an origin.

2.5.2 Implementation of the Same Origin Policy

Although the Same Origin Policy is related to JavaScript code execution, usually

JavaScript engines do not implement the policy. Instead, it is up to browsers to

implement and enforce the policy. Different browsers take different approaches for

implementing the Same Origin Policy. Here, we discuss the implementation specific

to Mozilla Firefox.

Mozilla Firefox uses SpiderMonkey as its JavaScript engine [25]. SpiderMon-

key provides two abstractions for executing scripts: JSRuntime and JSContext. All

scripts, variables, objects, and contexts live in the JSRuntime. Mozilla Firefox uses

one JSRuntime for the entire browser. However, there can be many JSContexts.

Fig. 2.6 shows a JSRuntime instance with three JSContexts. A JSContext can be
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thought of as a small machine inside the JSRuntime for executing scripts. Every

JSContext has a global object, which is initialized with core JavaScript objects such

as Array, Date, and other objects such as a copy of the DOM tree. In most cases,

this global object represents a web browser window. The browser can create many

JSContexts during the lifetime of the JSRuntime. All the objects created during the

execution of a script are allocated on the Global Object Heap. These objects are

stored as properties of the parent objects. As the global object is the root of all ob-

jects in a JSContext, it is possible to reach any object by traversing the global object’s

properties. However, if an object (A) does not hold a reference to another object (B)

via its properties, then the latter (B) is not reachable from the former (A). This is a

case of Object-Capability security [90], where holding a reference to an object gives

the holder access (capability) to that object. By having a capability to an object, it

is possible to access and modify that object’s properties and call any of the object’s

methods. Without holding a capability, that object is inaccessible. In Fig. 2.6, the

global object of JSContext A holds a reference to the global object of JSContext B,

but does not have any reference to the objects of JSContext C. Therefore, objects of

JSContext C are inaccessible to JSContext A.

Object-Capability based security of the JavaScript engine is inadequate for web

browser security. For instance, a script from an attacker’s web site “http://www.evilsite

.com” might open a new browser window by executing the following code:

var w = window.open("http://www.bank.com");

This gives “http://www.evilsite.com” a capability to the global object of “http://

www.bank.com”. A script from the attacker’s website can thus arbitrarily modify

and read a victim’s bank account information as it can access the DOM tree of the
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bank’s web page. To mitigate this issue, browsers enforce the Same Origin Policy as

an additional layer of security.

In Mozilla Firefox, the Same Origin Policy access control check is performed by

asking this generic question [24]:

Can actor perform any action on object?

Here actor is a script in execution, action is a limited set of verbs (e.g., call

method, access property etc.), and object is a JavaScript object representing a prop-

erty value, method, or a script. In Mozilla Firefox, both the actor and the object are

modeled as Principals. A principal is analogous to a user in an operating system. In

an operating system like UNIX, a process runs on behalf of a user. Processes running

for user A cannot access the resources of user B. Similarly, in Mozilla Firefox, scripts

running as Principal A cannot access JavaScript objects of Principal B.

The principal of a web page script is its origin (e.g., “http://www.mysite.com”).

In addition to web principals, Mozilla Firefox also defines two special principals:

System and Null. The System principal can access every JavaScript object. The

System principal is analogous to the “superuser” in UNIX. In contrast, the Null

principal has no privilege at all and cannot access anything. In Mozilla Firefox,

most of the user interface functionalities and many core components are written

in JavaScript. These scripts run as System principal in order to get global access

across multiple browser components and web contents. JavaScript code of extensions

also require access to many internal browser components to implement their desired

functionalities. Therefore, JavaScript code of extensions also run as System principal.

SpiderMonkey itself does not enforce any access control check. Instead, it provides

two sets of APIs for embedder applications for implementing access control. The first
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Figure 2.7: Same origin access check in Mozilla Firefox. A script with origin “a.com”
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set of APIs allows embedder applications to compile JavaScript code and attach a

principal to the compiled bytecode. The second set of APIs allows embedder appli-

cations to attach custom callback functions for access control check. These callback

functions are invoked by SpiderMonkey when an actor gets or sets a property or calls

a method on an object. In Mozilla Firefox, these callback functions are implemented

by the Script Security Manager (SSM) component.

Fig. 2.7 shows how the same origin access check is performed by Mozilla Firefox.

The Script Security Manager component determines subject principals in a manner

akin to Java Stack Inspection [104]. The access check callback function of the SSM

traverses the call stack of the currently executing script until it finds a principal on

the execution stack. Here, the principal of the script in execution is “a.com”. The

executing script wants to get access to the object B. Object principals are determined

by walking up the object’s parent chain until a parent object with a principal is found,
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which in most cases is the global window object. In Fig. 2.7, the principal of B is

“b.com”. An access is granted if the subject and object principals match. In this

case, the principals differ, thus the access is not granted (Line 7 in the pseudo code).

The System principal is an exception to this case. If the subject principal is System,

then no further checks are performed for the object’s principal; access is immediately

granted to the subject principal (Line 3 in the pseudo code).

Mozilla Firefox augments the basic object-capability security in the JavaScript

engine with the Same Origin access control policy. This security policy is the only,

albeit coarse-grained security policy for web application and extension scripts. How-

ever, the Same Origin Policy can be subverted by exploiting a basic assumption in

the policy: all scripts originating from a particular origin can be trusted and granted

access within that origin. The basic flaw in this reasoning is that malicious attackers

can inject scripts into an otherwise trustworthy origin’s scripts, thereby exploiting

the browser’s trust. Moreover, by injecting malicious code into a script executing as

System principal, an attacker can get all-encompassing access to a browser’s inter-

nals. We describe this class of attacks known as JavaScript injection attacks in the

following section.

2.6 JavaScript Injection Attacks

A code injection attack is a technique to introduce malicious foreign code in a running

program in order to alter its execution flow. Various types of code injection attacks

exist, such as Buffer Overflow, Format String Bug, Cross Site Scripting, and SQL

Injection [97]. Code injection attacks succeed largely due to incorrect assumptions

made by developers about the program inputs, where it is assumed that only valid and
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non-malicious input will be provided by ordinary users. In this section, we discuss a

type of code injection attacks relevant to web browsers: JavaScript injection attacks.

JavaScript injection attacks occur when browsers execute JavaScript code inserted

by a malicious adversary in a web application. Many web applications such as blogs,

forums, and social networking websites accept user inputs. If the inputs are not

filtered correctly, then an attacker can provide malicious JavaScript code as an input

to the web application. When the web application runs in a victim user’s browser, the

attacker’s code is executed as all the JavaScript code arriving from the web application

are implicitly trusted by the browser due to the Same Origin Policy. The injected

code can steal valuable user data and send it to the attacker’s server. These attacks

are commonly known as Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attacks [97].

Browser extensions also run on the same platform as the web applications. Like

web applications, browsers implicitly trust the JavaScript code of the extensions.

Moreover, extension scripts receive greater privileges than web application scripts.

However, if the extensions receive attack code from untrusted sources in the form of

inputs and execute them, a browser has no way of preventing the code from causing

malicious effects. As browser extension code runs with much higher privileges, the

malicious effects can be devastating. For example, it may even be possible to open a

remote desktop connection and gain direct access to the victim’s computer [87].

A number of DOM API methods and properties such as document.write(),

node.appendChild(), node.innerHTML allow new nodes to be inserted into the DOM

tree or rewrite the whole DOM tree. These APIs usually take character strings as

arguments. When the DOM tree is modified, the Document Parser of a browser re-

parses the whole tree and executes any new script code found in <script> nodes or
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Figure 2.8: Failure of the Same Origin Policy to distinguish attack code from extension
code, resulting in a JavaScript code injection attack.

event handlers of the new DOM nodes (e.g., <img onload="newCode();">). More-

over, the JavaScript language specifies the eval() function which takes character

strings as arguments and converts them into executable code. The DOM API also

provides similar functions such as setTimeout() and setInterval() which take

string arguments and turn them into executable code for timed execution.

JavaScript code injection attacks succeed due to the Same Origin Policy failing

to distinguish attack code from the benign JavaScript code of extensions or web

applications. In particular, the Same Origin Policy assigns the same principal of the

benign extension code to the attack code. Fig. 2.8 shows how JavaScript injection

attacks on an extension succeeds. Here, a user visits an attacker’s website using a

browser with a vulnerable extension. An attacker might choose from a number of

attack methods based on the vulnerability type of the extension. For instance, a

new <img> node containing malicious event handler code can be appended to the

DOM tree of the extension through the node.innerHTML property. Other methods
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01 var console = Components.classes["@mozilla.org/consoleservice;1"].
getService(Components.interfaces.nsIConsoleService);
02 console.logStringMessage(fName);
03 script = window._content.document.
getElementsByTagName("script")[0].innerHTML;
04 eval(script);

Figure 2.9: Vulnerable portion of the Wikipedia Toolbar extension.

might inject code through a dynamic code generation function such as eval(). In the

figure, the attack code is shown in shaded boxes for clarity. The newly inserted code

is executed with the same principal of the extension by the bytecode interpreter of

the JavaScript engine. The attack code is able to execute as the Same Origin Policy

assigns principals based on the origin of the executing code (extension), not the actual

origin of the malicious code (attacker’s website). Thus the Script Security Manager

wrongly grants access to all the privileged APIs of the browser to the malicious code

based on the incorrectly assigned principal, i.e., System. In this way, the malicious

attack code runs with the principal of the benign extension code, gets all the privileges

allowed for the System principal of the extension code, and utilizes the privileges to

cause arbitrary damage.

JavaScript injection attacks on browser extensions are a serious threat, as ex-

ploitable extensions with injection vulnerabilities were found in the vendor reposito-

ries. Consider the code snippet from the Wikipedia toolbar extension for the Firefox

browser (Fig. 2.9). In Line 3, the extension receives a <script> element from the

document of a web page. In Line 4, the script is executed via a call to the JavaScript

eval() function. The eval() function executes any string passed as its parameters

as JavaScript code. The developer assumed that the extension would only be used
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when a user was visiting Wikipedia. However, if the extension is used when a user

visits a malicious page, then the extension would execute the script supplied by the

attacker with the full privileges of the extension.

Although the Same Origin Policy enforces cross-domain access control accurately,

it fails to distinguish the origin of any injected malicious code from benign codes.

Combined with the high privilege level of extension scripts, this inadequacy of the

Same Origin Policy allows attackers to carry out powerful attacks on vulnerable exten-

sions. Therefore, an effective mechanism is needed that would be able to distinguish

malicious JavaScript code from benign extension code and thwart JavaScript injection

attacks on extensions.

2.7 Summary

Web browsers have evolved a lot since their humble beginnings. Modern browsers

are composed of a set of core components which provide the basic web browsing

features. On-demand feature addition is made possible through third-party plugins

and browser extensions. Among different types of browser extensions, JavaScript-

based extensions enjoy widespread popularity. These extensions receive powerful

privileges from the browser to implement various kinds of features. However, these

privileges can be maliciously used by an attacker if vulnerabilities exist in those

extensions. The existing mechanism for JavaScript security in browsers (Same Origin

Policy) is unable to mitigate attacks such as JavaScript code injection in extensions.

This thesis is aimed at addressing the inadequacy of web browsers to offer sufficient

protections from malicious attacks on JavaScript-based browser extensions. We start

by discussing related work addressing web browser security and browser extension
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security in the following chapter.



Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter discusses a range of work related to our thesis. We begin by discussing re-

search efforts that propose alternative browser designs for addressing the security and

reliability problems of web browsers (Section 3.1). Although some of these work ad-

dress plugin-based extensibility, we do not find any approaches among these which di-

rectly address the JavaScript-based extension vulnerability problem. In recent years,

a number of research efforts have been made to secure the extensions of production

browsers. In particular, we notice two distinct classes of work: (1) work addressing

the malicious extension problem, and (2) work addressing the vulnerable extension

problem. Both these classes of work are discussed in Section 3.2. There has been a

large body of work that aim to isolate untrusted JavaScript from trusted JavaScript

in web applications. We discuss a number of such efforts in Section 3.3. As we use a

randomization-based technique to secure extensions, we discuss research efforts that

apply Instruction Set Randomization, a general technique to mitigate code injection

vulnerabilities in various kinds of programs (Section 3.4). Our approach also features

39
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a static analysis component for analyzing the JavaScript code of extensions. There-

fore, we discuss work that utilize static analysis techniques to analyze JavaScript

programs (Section 3.5).

3.1 Secure Browser Design

Researchers have proposed a number of alternative browser designs for improving

security and reliability. Most of these work view a web browser as an operating system

and restructure the browser to enforce protection principles inspired by operating

systems.

Ioannidis and Bellovin [74] present a secure browser design that leverages a OS-

specific sandboxing system. The browser runs on top of SubOS, an operating system

that restricts the privileges of a process based on the object that process is executing.

When the browser tries to execute objects downloaded over the internet, the browser

process is sandboxed in order to restrict the downloaded object’s access to sensitive

resources. Although their approach sandboxes “helper applications” invoked by the

browser to execute unknown content, plugins or extensions are not addressed in their

work.

Tahoma [56] uses virtual machines for isolating web applications from one another

and from the operating system. Tahoma contains a Browser Operating System (BOS)

that manages the virtual machines. In this architecture, web applications are treated

more like desktop applications which the user can install in the BOS. Each web

application is represented by a browser instance running inside a virtual machine.

Web applications are restricted from navigating to links other than those specified in

a predefined list. This architecture isolates web applications from each other; however,
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it is unclear whether the browser instances themselves could be extended and how it

might affect the security of the architecture.

The Opus Palladium (OP) [64] is a microkernel-based browser. Each of the compo-

nents of the browser runs in a separate OS process, and the communication between

the components is managed by a lightweight browser kernel. OS process isolation

mechanisms protect the components from interfering with each other. This multi-

process design is different from existing monolithic browser architectures where all

components run in a single OS process. OP also runs plugins in separate OS pro-

cesses. Moreover, OP allows browser-specific security policies to be specified which

prevents the DOM of a web page from being accessed by an untrusted plugin. Al-

though OP facilitates plugin-based browser extensibility, it does not provide any other

extension features, such as JavaScript-based browser extensions.

Reis and Gribble [95] also propose a multi-process browser architecture. They

define “web programs” as a set of pages from a web origin. Each web program runs

in a separate OS process, thereby achieving isolation from each other. Each process

contains an instance of the HTML parser, the DOM system, and the JavaScript

engine. Network and storage are managed by a central browser process. Similar to OP,

their architecture also isolates plugins by running plugins in a separate OS process.

However, unlike OP, they do not impose any custom security policies on plugins.

The proposed architecture in this work provides the underpinnings for the Google

Chrome web browser. Although extension support was later introduced in Google

Chrome, this work does not address the security problems regarding extensions. We

have discussed Google Chrome extensions in Section 2.2.

The major theme of these projects is to restructure web browsers to support OS
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primitives in order to enhance security and reliability. With the exception of OP and

Google Chrome, none of these approaches address browser extensibility. Moreover,

OP only addresses plugin-based extensibility problems, not JavaScript-based exten-

sions. In contrast, we focus on the security issues associated with JavaScript-based

browser extensions. Unlike these approaches, our solution does not require a redesign

of the browser, rather leverages the existing components of the browser.

3.2 Securing Browser Extensions

There are primarily two threat models associated with browser extensions. The first

one is the malicious extension threat model. Malicious extensions are written by at-

tackers themselves, and simply by installing the extensions a user becomes a victim.

The second model is the vulnerable extension model. Vulnerable extensions are writ-

ten by well-intentioned developers, but contain exploitable vulnerabilities that let an

attacker execute malicious code with the privileges of the extensions. In this section,

we discuss the research effort addressing both kinds of threats.

Malicious Extensions

Kirda et al. [82] employ a combination of static and dynamic analysis to detect mali-

cious Internet Explorer extensions, i.e., Browser Helper Objects (BHOs). A malicious

BHO records user activities in the browser and later reports these to an attacker-

controlled remote server. The authors use a “fake” web browser to simulate a web

browser environment to a malicious BHO. During the dynamic analysis phase, func-

tion calls made by the BHO in response to different browser events (e.g., mouse

clicks) are recorded. The BHO binary is then statically analyzed to generate a call
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graph that points out the sensitive Windows API calls reachable from the recorded

event handler function calls. A BHO is flagged as malicious if the API calls match a

predefined list of suspicious calls.

Egele et al. [59] use Dynamic Taint Analysis [91] to detect malicious BHOs. In

Dynamic Taint Analysis, sensitive data (taint source) is marked (tainted) and the

flow of the data is tracked in order to determine whether the data is leaked to an

undesired recipient (taint sink). In their work, URLs and downloaded HTML pages

are marked as sensitive taint sources, and network, file system, registry, and shared

memory are marked as taint sinks. If a BHO permits flow from the taint sources

to sinks, that BHO is classified as malicious. In their implementation, they use the

QEMU emulator to host the Windows 2000 operating system with Internet Explorer

installed. They make various modifications to the QEMU emulator and use several

hooks in the Windows 2000 operating system to precisely identify the flow of tainted

data. The heavy implementation setup and the runtime overhead make their solution

suitable only to dedicated spyware testers and infeasible for end-users.

SpyShield [85] is a runtime monitor that enforces access control rules for untrusted

BHOs based on the sensitivity of a user’s browsing session. The browser enters

a “sensitive zone” when a user visits a URL containing important data, such as a

banking website or e-mail. The goal of SpyShield is to prevent untrusted BHOs from

accessing “sensitive zone” data. It contains two components running in two different

OS processes: Reference Controller and Add-on Manager. The Reference Controller

runs in the browser’s process and provides the browser access to the untrusted BHOs.

It also detects the browser’s entry into a sensitive zone. The Add-on Manager runs

in a separate process and acts as a proxy for the browser. The untrusted BHOs
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subscribe to browser events (e.g., mouse clicks) through the Add-on manager. In

this way, Spyshield isolates untrusted BHOs from the browser process and controls a

BHO’s access to sensitive zone data based on a set of predefined policies.

Ter Luow et al. [101] were the first to address JavaScript-based malicious exten-

sions for Mozilla Firefox. They use a two-step strategy to protect Mozilla Firefox from

malicious extensions. First, the extension installation and loading process is secured

by digitally signing each extension with a user-chosen key and checking the exten-

sion’s signature at the time of loading. This step prevents malicious extensions from

modifying their own code and the code of other extensions. Second, the extensions

are monitored for suspicious activities in a manner akin to SpyShield [85]. Specifi-

cally, suspicious extensions’ access to sensitive browser components and resources are

monitored and are permitted or denied based on predefined policies.

Liu et al. [86] assess the security features of the Google Chrome extension system.

They demonstrate that it is possible to write powerful malicious extensions in spite

of the security options provided by the browser. In particular, they show that the

principle of least privilege and privilege isolation is not properly enforced by Google

Chrome. To remedy this issue, they propose micro-privilege management that aug-

ments the existing privileges supported by Google Chrome and provides finer-grained

privileges. Moreover, they reduce the default privileges of extensions. Finally, they

mark sensitive DOM elements of a web page and prevent an unprivileged malicious

extension from getting access to those elements.

In contrast to the aforementioned work, our work focuses on vulnerable JavaScript-

based extensions. In the following paragraphs, we discuss the work that aim to

mitigate attacks on vulnerable extensions.
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Vulnerable Extensions

Static analysis techniques have been applied on JavaScript-based extensions to detect

vulnerabilities. VEX [44,45] uses a static information flow analysis on the JavaScript

code of Mozilla Firefox extensions to identify vulnerable information flow patterns. In

particular, VEX uses the operational semantics of a core subset of JavaScript to gen-

erate abstract heaps from the extension code. By analyzing the abstract heaps, VEX

can find the existence of an information flow from a sensitive source (e.g., website)

to an executable sink (e.g., dynamic code generation functions). Such flow patterns

enable an attacker to inject malicious code in a sensitive source that would later run

with elevated privileges at an executable sink. In some cases, VEX generates flows

that do not result in exploitable attacks, leading to false positives.

Beacon [79] is another static analysis tool that targets Mozilla’s new Jetpack ex-

tension framework. Beacon tries to identify capability leaks in Jetpack modules by

performing a static points-to analysis on an extension’s source code. First, an exten-

sion’s source code is transformed to a Static Single Assignment (SSA) form which is

used to generate a function call graph. Later, the extension code is converted to a

database of facts. In combination with the call-graph, this fact database is used to

find out capability leaks in Jetpack extensions. Similar to VEX, Beacon also detects

capability leaks that cannot be exploited.

Static analysis tools can be helpful for extension reviewers, assisting them to

accelerate the review process and to reject vulnerable extensions. However, they do

not protect end-users from vulnerable extensions that are already available or installed

in browsers. For this purpose, researchers have proposed dynamic analysis techniques

to offer runtime protection. In particular, Dynamic Taint Analysis is employed by
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SABRE [57] and Djeric and Goel [58]. SABRE [57] tracks the flow of JavaScript

objects from sensitive sources to sensitive sinks inside the Mozilla Firefox browser. A

JavaScript object is assigned a label which marks whether the object contains sensitive

information. However, it is difficult to accurately detect attack flow patterns since

many legitimate extensions also demonstrate flows similar to attacks. In order to

remedy this issue, the authors introduce whitelists to separate benign extension flows.

However, the whitelist approach essentially delegates the responsibility of deciding the

maliciousness of an extension to a user. Djeric and Goel [58] also adopt a Dynamic

Taint Analysis based approach for vulnerable extensions. Their approach taints all

the data received from web (untrusted) sources and prevent execution of this data as

privileged code. They implement two attack detectors in the Mozilla Firefox browser,

one prevents unprivileged data from being compiled into privileged bytecode, and

the other prevents privileged caller functions from accidentally calling unprivileged

code. A major drawback of the dynamic analysis approaches is the high performance

overhead due to whole-system tracking of objects.

IBEX [69] is a general purpose browser extension development system that pro-

vides verifiable security guarantees. IBEX provides an API that lets extensions use

common browser functionalities. First, an extension’s privileges are specified in a

custom policy language. The extension code can then be verified with respect to the

policy using theorem provers. Finally, a cross-compiler is available which can deploy

the same extension to Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and C3, an

experimental browser. However, to use IBEX, extension developers need to program

the extensions in a verifiable language other than JavaScript. Moreover, each browser

provides unique APIs for its extension system that is constantly updated with new
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features, making it challenging to develop extensions using a general purpose system

like IBEX.

Barth et al. [48] propose the Google Chrome extension system. They identify

security flaws in the Mozilla Firefox extension system and propose a completely new

design for the JavaScript-based extension system of Google Chrome. Their proposed

system restricts extension privileges by adhering to the principle of least privilege and

by providing strong isolation between the components of an extension. In particular,

extension components run as separate OS processes which makes it hard to compro-

mise the whole extension. The privileges of an extension are limited by explicitly

declaring the privileges at install time and they cannot be changed after installation.

However, this design cannot prevent developers from writing extensions that arbi-

trarily request powerful privileges [62]. Moreover, despite these measures, researchers

have recently discovered injection flaws in Google Chrome extensions [53].

We compare our proposed approach with these approaches in Table 3.1. In partic-

ular, we note that, while some of the approaches offer runtime protection, two of them

(IBEX and Google Chrome) require a redesign in the extension system. In contrast,

our work neither redesigns the extension system nor does it require the developers to

write an extension in a new language (e.g., IBEX). Runtime approaches that use Dy-

namic Taint Analysis [57,58] need to modify various browser components (e.g., DOM

system, privileged components) along with the JavaScript engine for tracking flows

across different browser components. In contrast, as our approach is based solely on

the syntax and semantics of the JavaScript language, we only modify the JavaScript

engine for enforcing the runtime protection, which makes our approach lightweight

and independent from other browser components. We also notice that two approaches
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Table 3.1: Comparison with other extension vulnerability mitigation approaches.

Work Technique Runtime
Protection?

Requires
Redesign?

VEX [44,45] Static Information Flow
Analysis

No No

Beacon [79] Static Points-to Analysis No No
SABRE [57] Dynamic Taint Analysis Yes No

Djeric and Goel [58] Dynamic Taint Analysis Yes No
IBEX [69] Formal Verification Yes Yes

Barth et al. [48] Privilege Separation Yes Yes
Our Work Randomization and

Points-to Analysis
Yes No

(VEX and Beacon) are based solely on static analysis, and thus are not applicable

for runtime protection. In contrast, we use static analysis only on demand and use

runtime protection as the primary mechanism to provide security from live threats.

3.3 Isolating Untrusted JavaScript

Web browsers control accesses of scripts across origins by enforcing the Same Origin

Policy. However, within an origin, all scripts run with the full privileges of that origin.

This coarse-grained isolation mechanism is a problem for websites that aggregate

scripts from foreign sources, such as the sites that display JavaScript advertisements.

Moreover, websites that accept user inputs can fall victim to script injection attacks

such as Cross Site Scripting (XSS), if the inputs are not properly sanitized. In this

section, we discuss the research effort that propose mechanisms for safely isolating

JavaScript code within an origin.

A number of projects [76, 78, 88, 98, 109] require end-to-end collaboration be-

tween browsers and web applications to isolate sensitive page contents from untrusted
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scripts. BEEP [78] embeds script whitelist and blacklist policies in a web application

for selectively enabling and disabling scripts. The policies are enforced by embedding

a JavaScript “hook function” in the web applications. Browsers have to be subse-

quently modified so that scripts pass through the policy checks in the hook function

supplied by web applications before execution. Content Security Policy (CSP) [98]

is another approach that restricts inclusion of third-party scripts on websites. A

website’s server sends an HTTP header (X-Content-Security-Policy) to a CSP-

enabled browser in order to enforce these restrictions. CSP disables inline scripts

(<script> tags, javascript: URI, and inline event handlers) and dynamic code gen-

eration (eval(), setTimeout() etc.). In addition to scripts, CSP also gives the

option to impose restrictions on the inclusion of non-script content such as images,

stylesheets, and videos.

ESCUDO [76], another end-to-end solution, models a web page as hierarchical

protection rings. The structural blocks of a web page (HTML tags) are used to

assign ring numbers to page elements (e.g., <div>, <p> etc.). Scripts embedded in

lower level rings are not permitted to access the content in higher level rings. Although

ESCUDO provides fine-grained access to page contents, it does not prevent scripts

from performing actions such as invoking the XMLHttpRequest API. To address this

shortcoming, CONTEGO [88] assigns capabilities to HTML tags. Each capability

designates the ability to either modify page contents or perform some actions. Script

codes inherit the capabilities embedded in their enclosing tags and can only perform

actions which they are capable of. Zhou and Evans [109] propose an approach to

isolate scripts in a web page by running the scripts in separate execution contexts

known as worlds, ensuring that scripts cannot access the namespace of each other
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unless explicitly permitted. HTML tags are annotated with access control lists that

specify which world can access content of those tags. A similar approach is taken by

JCShadow [92], which also isolates JavaScript by running them in separate execution

contexts. Unlike ESCUDO, CONTEGO, or Zhou and Evans’s approach, JCShadow

only imposes access control checks on scripts, not on page content.

In a manner akin to BEEP [78], Erlingsson et al. [60] propose Mutation Event

Transforms (METs) – JavaScript callback functions embedded in web pages which are

invoked when any modifications to the DOM tree are made. The vision of METs is

realized in CONSCRIPT [89] – an aspect-oriented programming approach that allows

developers to write expressive fine-grained security policies as advise functions. Phung

et al. [93] also present an aspect-oriented approach that intercepts calls to sensitive

JavaScript methods using security policy embedded wrapper functions.

Most of these projects require end-to-end communication between a server and

a browser. Researchers have also proposed entirely client-side or entirely server-

side techniques for isolating and detecting untrusted scripts. Hallaraker and Vigna

[71] develop an audit-log based client-side attack detector for Mozilla. Similar to

intrusion detection systems, the generated audit logs are compared against script

injection attempt signatures to detect Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attacks. However,

the signatures must be continuously updated to account for new types of attacks. Vogt

et al. [103] propose a hybrid of dynamic tainting and static analysis to detect XSS

attacks in the Mozilla Firefox browser. However, their approach is prone to a large

number of false positives as it is often difficult to separate untrusted information flow

from trusted ones. AdJail [100], a server-side solution, protects trusted page contents

from untrusted JavaScript advertisements. Untrusted advertisements are placed in a
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foreign origin <iframe> to utilize browsers’ cross-origin isolation mechanism, i.e., the

Same Origin Policy. However, AdJail requires additional DNS servers to create the

foreign origins.

As browser extensions run entirely in the client-side, our solution does not require

any end-to-end communication with remote servers. Moreover, our solution does not

require developers to change or annotate any portion of an extension’s code (e.g.,

writing a policy function, annotating page tags, disabling JavaScript constructs etc.).

Finally, our work does not require special programming techniques such as aspect-

oriented programming (e.g., CONSCRIPT [89]) or heavyweight setup (e.g., DNS

servers for AdJail [100]).

3.4 Randomization to Prevent Injection Attacks

Instruction set randomization (ISR) is a general approach that aims to protect against

any kind of injection attacks, such as buffer overflow, SQL injection, and format string

bugs. Most of the early work on ISR focus on binary programs. Recently, researchers

have used randomization techniques to detect JavaScript injection attacks in web

applications. We describe both kinds of work as follows.

One of the pioneering works on ISR was done by Kc et al. [80]. They propose

process-specific instruction-set randomization for binary programs. Specifically, the

code segment of a program executable is transformed using a randomization scheme

such as XOR. The randomization key is stored in the program executable. When the

program runs as a process, the runtime environment uses the key to derandomize the

encoded machine code instructions. An injection attack targeting the running process

fails as the attack instructions are derandomized into a non-executable form. One
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Table 3.2: Comparison with other ISR approaches.

Work Target

Kc et al. [80] Buffer Overflow
RISE [46] Buffer Overflow

Hu et al. [73] Buffer Overflow
SQLRand [52] SQL Injection

Noncespaces [70] Cross Site Scripting
xJS [43] Cross Site Scripting
Our Work JavaScript Injection in

Browser Extensions

shortcoming of their approach is lack of support for dynamically linked libraries, as

these libraries would have to be randomized beforehand to ensure proper execution.

In a concurrent work, Barrantes et al. [46] propose a similar approach titled Ran-

domized Instruction Set Emulation (RISE). RISE is also targeted towards preventing

injection attacks on binary executables. Both approaches use x86 processor emulators

to implement the solutions.

The basic ISR approach for protecting binaries suffers from inadequate security

and performance, making it infeasible for practical deployment. Hu et al. [73] pro-

pose an approach that provides robust security guarantees and reduced performance

overhead. In particular, they use a combination of Software Dynamic Translation

(SDT) and a strong encryption algorithm (AES), rather than a simple XOR scheme

to randomize the binary instructions. The randomized binaries are executed by a vir-

tual machine rather than processor emulators which leads to tolerable performance

overheads.

Although the preliminary application of ISR was for mitigating binary injection

attacks, it has been applied for other types of injection attacks as well. SQLRand [52]
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uses the concepts of ISR to prevent SQL Injection attacks. In recent work, researchers

have proposed variants of ISR to prevent Cross Site Scripting (XSS) attacks. Non-

cespaces [70] randomizes the XML namespaces of a document produced by a server

to isolate attacker supplied content. xJS [43] randomizes the JavaScript code of an

web application at the server-side. All these randomization-based XSS prevention

approaches are implemented as end-to-end solutions.

We compare these approaches with our approach in Table 3.2. We apply ran-

domization on the source code of JavaScript-based browser extensions. So far, we

are unaware of any randomization-based protection mechanisms for JavaScript-based

browser extensions. Moreover, xJS modifies the dynamic code generation of func-

tions of JavaScript, requiring developers to rewrite the code using a new instruction

(xEval() instead of eval()). However, our approach does not require modifying

the dynamic code-generation functions, thus relieving the burden of rewriting from

developers.

3.5 JavaScript Static Analysis

The goal of static analysis is to analyze a program’s source code without executing it

in order to find useful information. Static analysis can be used to derive facts about

a program such as the positions of vulnerable function calls. Although static analysis

techniques have been used in other languages, researchers have only recently begun

to use static analysis techniques for analyzing JavaScript programs. Gatekeeper [66]

performs a static points-to analysis on JavaScript widgets from widget-hosting portals

such as Live.com for finding malicious widgets. Gatekeeper converts a JavaScript

program into a database of facts. These facts are passed to a constraint solver to
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discover points-to information, which is later used to assess the maliciousness of the

widgets. Gulfstream [67], a follow-up to Gatekeeper, performs a staged static analysis

composed of an online and offline points-to analysis of JavaScript code. Gulfstream

uses two different points-to analysis implementation: a graph-based solution and a

constraint-solver-based solution. The authors note that for small programs, there

exists little difference between the two implementations. Jang and Choe [75] apply

points-to analysis on JavaScript programs for program optimization. ACTARUS

[68] applies points-to analysis combined with taint analysis on JavaScript code to

discover code injection vulnerabilities in web applications. VEX and Beacon are

two static analysis tools employing dataflow and points-to analysis techniques for

discovering vulnerabilities in JavaScript-based browser extensions [44, 79]. We have

already discussed VEX and Beacon in Section 3.2.

Our work is different from these approaches because we only perform static points-

to analysis on demand for some specific JavaScript functions. In particular, we limit

the scope of our static analysis to dynamic code generation functions, and we only

invoke static analysis if those functions are present in an extension’s code. We do

not perform any source-code transformation to another form [79] or use specialized

constraint solvers [66]. Finally, in contrast to these work, we do not rely on static

analysis entirely, rather we emphasize runtime protection.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a range of work related to our thesis. We see

that researchers have proposed secure browser architectures for addressing the gen-

eral security and reliability problems of web browsers, but none of the work address
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vulnerable extensions. A number of projects address the malicious extension problem.

However, the threat model does not address vulnerabilities in extensions developed by

well-intentioned developers. Methods have been proposed for detecting vulnerabilities

in extensions using static analysis techniques. However, these solutions are not appli-

cable for runtime protection. Runtime protection techniques for preventing attacks

on extensions either change the whole extension systems, or require whole-browser

tracking of objects which increases the performance overhead. A number of techniques

have been proposed which isolate untrusted JavaScript from trusted JavaScript in web

applications. These solutions either require an end-to-end client-server communica-

tion, or use new programming techniques, or require a heavy implementation setup.

Researchers have utilized the Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) approach for pre-

venting code injection attacks. One of these approaches applies ISR for preventing

JavaScript code injection in web applications. However, the approach requires devel-

opers to rewrite their code for dynamic code generation functions. We are unaware

of any other work that applies ISR to prevent injection attacks in JavaScript-based

browser extensions. Finally, static analysis techniques for JavaScript programs have

been used for different purposes, and a number of browser extension vulnerability

detection approaches utilize static analysis techniques. However, these solutions use

static analysis as their core approach, making them unsuitable for runtime protec-

tion. We conjecture that, a combination of randomization-based technique and static

points-to analysis might be a viable solution for providing runtime protection to vul-

nerable browser extensions. We present such an approach in the next chapter.



Chapter 4

A Protection Mechanism for

JavaScript-based Browser Extensions

In the previous two chapters, we have discussed how vulnerable JavaScript-based ex-

tensions can pose serious security threats to web browsers. In particular, we have

shown that the existing in-browser mechanism i.e., the Same Origin Policy is inade-

quate for providing protection from JavaScript code injection attacks on extensions.

Although there have been research efforts that aim to mitigate this issue, some of the

proposed runtime solutions change browser extension platforms entirely, thereby plac-

ing the burden on developers to rewrite their extensions. Moreover, some solutions

rely entirely on static analysis techniques and thus are not applicable for runtime

protection.

We believe that it is necessary to develop an in-browser runtime protection mech-

anism without changing the extension platforms of browsers. First, a runtime pro-

tection mechanism would be able to defend attacks on exploitable extensions whose

56
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vulnerabilities remain undetected even after being inspected by reviewers before host-

ing the extensions in the vendor repositories. Second, a solution that does not redesign

extension platforms would not require developers to rewrite their extensions in a new

language or for a new API. This would also provide the added benefit of backward

compatibility with existing extensions.

In this chapter, we describe our proposed approach for protecting browser exten-

sions from JavaScript injection attacks. We propose JSRand, a runtime protection

mechanism inspired by the Instruction Set Randomization approach that transforms

the source code of a browser extension to make it distinguishable from malicious at-

tack code. JSRand consists of two components: an offline component and a runtime

component. The offline component performs appropriate transformation on an exten-

sion’s source code before installation. The runtime component enforces the protection

after the extension is loaded and executed by the browser. The runtime protection

component applies a reverse transformation on the randomized extension code and is

able to distinguish it from malicious attack code. As JSRand operates solely based

on the syntax of the JavaScript language, it does not require any changes in the

target extension platform. However, JSRand alone cannot effectively address some

issues arising due to portions of extension code containing dynamic JavaScript code

generation functions. Most of these issues could be resolved by rewriting those por-

tions of extension code without using dynamic code generation functions. However,

in order to offer maximum backward compatibility with existing extensions and to

offload the burden of rewriting from extension developers, we address this problem

using JSPoint, our static points-to analysis component that is only invoked when

such dynamic code generation functions are present in extension source code. This
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allows us to narrow down our scope for static analysis to a few JavaScript constructs,

while permitting us to utilize the security guarantees of the runtime approach for

a major portion of the source code. In essence, our proposed approach consists of

runtime protection and static analysis and combines the best offerings from both.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We present an overview of

our approach, a high level view of the constituent components, and the threat model

that we consider in Section 4.1. We describe the design and working principles of

JSRand in Section 4.2. We motivate the need for static analysis due to JavaScript

dynamic code generation functions in Section 4.3. JSPoint, our static JavaScript

points-to analyzer is described in Section 4.4.

4.1 Overview

Our approach for protecting an extension from JavaScript injection attacks consists

of the following steps:

1. We transform the source code of the extension using the offline component of

our code transformation tool: JSRand. We further check the source code of the

extension for potentially vulnerable dynamic code generation functions using

JSPoint: our static analysis tool. JSPoint is used only if we detect dynamic

code generation functions in an extension’s source code. Note that, neither the

code transformation tool nor the static analysis tool require any modifications

to the existing extension systems or the extension APIs of browsers.

2. After an extension has been transformed and statically checked, it becomes
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ready for installation. We instrument the target browser to facilitate the execu-

tion of the transformed source code of the extension. In this regard, we integrate

the runtime component of JSRand along with additional instrumentation code

to the JavaScript compiler and the JavaScript object subsystem of the browser,

while keeping the browser’s internal programming interfaces intact.

Fig. 4.1 shows an overview of our approach. We highlight our contributions using

shaded boxes in the figure. In the following subsection, we provide a high level

overview of the components. Afterwards, we discuss the threat model that we con-

sider. In Sections 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 we discuss the working principles of these compo-

nents in greater detail.

4.1.1 Overview of the Components

Randomizer (Offline Code Transformation). A browser extension usually con-

sists of several files and is usually available as a complete package in compressed for-

mat. As our target is to prevent JavaScript injection in an extension, we focus on

the files that contain executable JavaScript code. Executable JavaScript code can be

found in standalone JavaScript code files (*.js files) and also as event handler and

inlined code in an extension’s user interface files (UI files). Therefore, we extract all

the files from an extension, select the files that might contain code, and feed these

files to the code transformation (Randomizer) component of JSRand.

Points-to Analyzer (Static Analysis). JSPoint (Points-to Analyzer) is a static

analysis module in our offline toolchain. We invoke JSPoint only if we detect dynamic

code generation functions in the files that we transform. JSPoint outputs a points-to
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Figure 4.1: Overview of our approach. The vertical dashed line in the middle separates
the offline analysis components from the runtime protection components.
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result that indicates potential vulnerabilities in the dynamic code generation func-

tions. This optional step is indicated by the dashed directional lines to and from the

JSPoint (Points-to Analyzer) component in Fig. 4.1. Based on the output of JSPoint,

it may be required to further transform some portions of the files already transformed

by the Randomizer.

Security Configuration Extractor. In addition to the files that contain JavaScript

code, browser extensions also contain a special file (configuration file) that contains

extension-specific configuration details. In particular, we are interested in determining

the security origin of the extensions a priori. This component extracts the security

configuration which we use in the runtime protection component of JSRand.

Derandomizer (Runtime Protection). The runtime protection component of

JSRand actively protects an extension from JavaScript injection attacks while the

browser is executing. In particular, this component consists of an analogue (Deran-

domizer) of its offline code transformation counterpart. The Derandomizer component

is integrated in the JavaScript engine of the instrumented browser. This component

is invoked based on the security configuration that we extract earlier.

4.1.2 Threat Model

In our work, we base our threat model on the web attacker threat model described

in [47]. The web attacker threat model assumes that all threats on browsers would

originate from malicious websites controlled by attackers. As shown in most public

disclosures on extension vulnerabilities, a user faces the greatest threat from vul-

nerable extensions if the vulnerability is triggered during unsafe interaction with a
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malicious website. Therefore, we adopt and enhance the aforementioned threat model

to consider extension vulnerabilities in web browsers. In the following, we describe

our assumptions about web attackers, browser extension users, and any out-of-scope

threats that we do not address in this work.

Web Attackers. A web attacker is a malicious adversary who controls one or more

malicious websites containing JavaScript exploit code. In particular, an attacker

places JavaScript exploit code in the website in the form of embedded scripts, event

handlers, RSS feeds etc. The exploit code targets specific vulnerabilities in browser

extensions. An attacker might also control one or more web servers, in which the

stolen data from a user’s computer might be transferred. A web attacker does not

have any special network capabilities, i.e., the attacker is not able to eavesdrop on

network packets sent from a user’s browser.

Browser Extension Users. A browser extension user is a typical web user who

might install a vulnerable extension in a browser. A browser extension user routinely

visits various websites in the internet and might come across a web attacker’s site

by chance, or might be redirected there by other means (e.g., e-mail, hyperlink etc.).

Such users might interact with the extension while visiting the attacker’s website

which triggers the extension vulnerability and executes the exploit code hosted in

the attacker’s website. Note that, we consider an extension user’s browser as secure

and reliable. In other words, we implicitly assume that the browser itself is free

from vulnerabilities. Only by installing an exploitable extension a user introduces a

vulnerability in the browser.
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Out-of-scope Threats. We limit our scope to benign-but-vulnerable extensions.

We assume that extension developers are well-intentioned and do not intend to exploit

the users. We do not address malicious extensions written by attackers. We also do

not consider other code injection threats targeting browsers, such as buffer overflows

or cross site scripting. Finally, we do not address vulnerabilities in browser plugins.

4.2 JSRand: JavaScript Code Randomization

In this section, we discuss the design and working principles of JSRand: our runtime

protection mechanism. We introduce Instruction Set Randomization, a technique that

is adopted by JSRand in Section 4.2.1. We then discuss a number of observations

that led us to make specific design choices for JSRand in Section 4.2.2. Finally, we

present the core working approach of JSRand in Section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 Instruction Set Randomization

An attacker exploits a code injection vulnerability by supplying malicious code as

input to an exploitable software. The attacker-supplied input is converted into exe-

cutable code through the vulnerability and is executed by the system (runtime en-

vironment) in which the software runs. In this way, the privilege of the malicious

code is elevated to the same level of the executing software. The elevated privilege

allows the malicious code to alter the normal execution flow of the software, thereby

permitting the attacker to carry out harmful activities in the victim user’s computer.

In order to successfully exploit a code injection vulnerability, an attacker must

obtain two key pieces of information:
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1. Knowledge about the source of the vulnerability; in other words, the input

where code can be injected.

2. Knowledge about the runtime environment of the software: the instruction

set which the software executes.

The first information can be obtained through various means. For instance, if the

source code is publicly available, then the attacker can discover exploitable inputs by

studying the source code. One other approach for finding out exploitable inputs is

by carrying out brute-force penetration attacks such as random fuzzing. The second

information can be obtained by knowing which runtime platform or environment the

software targets. For example, a software targeting the Intel platform might execute

the x86 instruction set. JavaScript web applications and browser extensions execute

the virtual instruction set of the JavaScript engine of browsers. If an attacker does not

know about any of these two information, a successful code injection attack cannot

be carried out.

Instruction Set Randomization (ISR) is a technique that alters the executable in-

struction set of a runtime environment. ISR works by modifying both the vulnerable

software and the runtime environment with a randomization algorithm. Typically, a

compiled software is nothing but a sequence of instructions that adheres to the rules

of its targeted instruction set. ISR transforms each of the instructions in the com-

piled code using a randomization algorithm such as XOR coupled with a secret key.

These randomized instructions are different from the known set of instructions of the

runtime environment. Thus, in an unmodified runtime environment, the transformed

software would fail to run as the runtime environment would be unable to execute the
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unknown instructions, causing the software to crash. Therefore, the runtime environ-

ment is also appropriately modified to execute the transformed software. The secret

key used by the randomization process is shared with the runtime environment. When

the instructions of the randomized software are ready for execution, the runtime envi-

ronment first applies an analogue of the randomization algorithm (derandomization)

using the same secret key. In this way, the instructions of the transformed software are

translated back to their original form and thus can be properly executed. However,

when an attacker attempts to inject malicious code into the software, the runtime

environment also applies the derandomization algorithm on the injected instructions.

As the derandomization process is an analogue of the randomization process, it trans-

forms the attacker injected instructions into invalid instructions, causing them to fail.

In essence, ISR makes attacker injected code unable to “speak the language of the

environment” [80].

The core security underpinning of the ISR technique is Kerckhoffs’s cryptographic

principle [81]:

“A cryptographic system should be secure even if everything about the system is

known, except the key.”

By randomizing the instruction set, ISR obscures the second piece of information

from the attacker: knowledge of the runtime environment. Any injection attempt is

thwarted without explicit knowledge about the secret key, even if the attacker knows

about injection vulnerabilities in the software and the details of the randomization

algorithm.

Fig. 4.2 shows the general working principle of ISR. Here, an attack attempt
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Figure 4.2: Working principle of Instruction Set Randomization. (a) In an exploitable
environment, an attacker is able to inject malicious code in the vulnerable software.
(b) In a randomized environment, the attack attempt is thwarted.

succeeds when both vulnerable software code and attack code have the same inter-

mediate representation i.e., the same instruction set. For clarity, we show the attack

instructions separately from the vulnerable software instructions inside the runtime

environment using dashed lines (see Fig. 4.2 (a)). The attack code successfully alters

the execution flow of the vulnerable software and causes harmful effects. However, if

the vulnerable software is randomized with a secret key and the runtime environment

is appropriately initiated with the same secret key to facilitate derandomization, any

code injection attempt made by an attacker fails. The reason for the failure of the

attack is that the runtime environment derandomizes the instructions of the attack

code into invalid instructions, making them unsuitable for execution (see Fig. 4.2 (b)).

The randomized vulnerable software executes in a regular manner as its randomized

instructions are transformed back into their normal form by the derandomizer.
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4.2.2 Randomizing JavaScript

Motivated by the elegance, simplicity, and security guarantee of the Instruction Set

Randomization approach, we choose to develop our core approach on randomizing

browser extension code to prevent JavaScript injection attacks. However, a straight-

forward adaptation of the general ISR approach is unsuitable for our specific case. In

particular, the design of the JavaScript engine, the assignment of security principals

to JavaScript code, and ambiguous origins of the JavaScript source files have led us

to make a number of design choices:

I. Randomization has to be applied on cleartext JavaScript code rather than the

bytecode representation of the code inside the JavaScript engine.

II. The origin of the JavaScript source files have to be identified correctly in order

to apply derandomization on appropriate JavaScript code.

III. The randomization process should be amenable to extensibility and provide

good security guarantees.

In the following discussions, we describe each of the design choices along with the

observations that led us to make these choices.

I. Randomizing Cleartext JavaScript Code

JavaScript is an interpreted scripting language, which means that both compilation

to bytecode and interpreted execution of that bytecode occurs inside the JavaScript

engine. In contrast, binary programs are first compiled to bytecode form, and that

bytecode is executed by an appropriate system-specific interpreter. In the latter

case, injection attacks are also created using the same system-specific bytecode form.
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Therefore, for preventing injection attacks on binary programs, the approach taken

by the generic ISR approach is to modify both the system-specific interpreter and the

vulnerable target program’s bytecode.

JavaScript programs are converted to an intermediate bytecode form before execu-

tion inside the JavaScript engine. A straightforward adaptation of ISR would be to

randomize the compiled bytecode instructions of the JavaScript program, and then

apply the derandomization process inside the interpreter. This approach is shown in

Fig. 4.3 (a). Here, randomization takes place after the compilation of the cleartext

JavaScript code into bytecode. Derandomization to normal bytecode form takes place

before the bytecode is executed by the interpreter using the JavaScript instruction

set. However, this approach provides no security benefits due to the way security

principals are assigned inside the JavaScript engine. In particular, security principals

are assigned to JavaScript code before the compilation process. In other words, secu-

rity principals are assigned to the cleartext form of JavaScript code rather than the

bytecode form.

JavaScript injection attack codes are written in cleartext form. Most importantly,

due to the subversion of the Same Origin Policy (see Section 2.6), the JavaScript en-

gine assigns the same security principal to the attack script as the vulnerable extension

script under attack. Therefore, applying randomization would provide no additional

security benefits as the attack script would be first randomized after compilation, and

then again correctly derandomized before execution, allowing the attack to succeed.

However, if we choose to apply randomization on cleartext JavaScript code of the

extension, it would be possible to defeat injection attacks as the derandomization
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Figure 4.3: The approach taken by JSRand to randomize cleartext JavaScript code.
(a) Adopting traditional ISR approach does not protect from injection attacks. (b)
The correct approach to randomize JavaScript in order to prevent injection attacks.

process would turn the attack script into invalid code. Fig. 4.3 (b) shows this pro-

cess. Here, the vulnerable extension script is randomized with a secret key and sent

to the compiler. An attacker uses regular, non-randomized JavaScript and attempts

to inject the attack script in the randomized extension script. Inside the compiler,

the derandomization takes place before the assignment of security principals. The

randomized extension script is converted into its normal form, assigned the appro-

priate security principal, compiled into valid JavaScript bytecode, and is executed

properly. However, the regular JavaScript code of the attack script is derandomized

into a garbled form. Although the same security principal is assigned to the garbled

attack code, the compiler fails to produce correct bytecode from the garbled code as

it does not conform to the syntax of the JavaScript language. Therefore, no valid

bytecode is produced from the attack script, and the injection attempt fails.
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Based on the above observation, we make our first design choice:

Randomization has to be applied on the cleartext form of the script that we intend

to protect, and the corresponding derandomization has to take place before the script

is turned into bytecode form.

II. Accurately Identifying JavaScript Code for Derandomization

Web browsers execute JavaScript code from a myriad of sources. Such sources range

from web applications hosted in a remote server to browser extensions in a user’s

computer. We must take caution to correctly identify the JavaScript source to de-

randomize, as derandomizing arbitrary JavaScript source files would cause legitimate

web applications to break down.

In our case study (the Mozilla Firefox browser), remote JavaScript files from web

applications carry the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) of the web application which

can be identified inside the JavaScript engine. Remote URLs are typically prefixed

with protocol identifiers of web applications such as “http://” or “https://”. In addi-

tion, the JavaScript engine also executes JavaScript originating from the extensions

and the browser user interface (local JavaScript files). Mozilla Firefox has a unique de-

sign as most of its user interface and even some utility services (such as the extension

installation manager) is written in JavaScript. These local JavaScript files are iden-

tified using a special URL scheme prefixed with “chrome://”. This URL prefix is our

starting point for identifying the code to be correctly derandomized. In addition to

the “chrome://” prefix, each extension has its own unique identifier which serves as its

own unique namespace. For example, the URL of a file named: “content/user.js” from

an extension named: “example_extension” would have the following URL at the entry

point of the JavaScript engine: “chrome://example_extension/content/user.js”. The
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Figure 4.4: The overlay process in Mozilla Firefox. (a) Extension scripts become
indistinguishable from browser UI scripts due to the overlay process. (b) A unique
prefix added by JSRand helps to overcome the problem.

identifier of the extension can be found in the chrome.manifest file of the extension

which specifies several configuration settings for that extension. For our purpose, we

use the information collected from the chrome.manifest file for accurately detecting

the extension script files to be derandomized.

Information collected from an extension’s configuration file allows us to detect only

a portion of the JavaScript code of the extension inside the JavaScript engine. Mozilla

Firefox extensions have the capability to enhance and customize the user interface

of the browser. In particular, an extension can add user interface widgets such as

buttons or icons to many parts of the browser window. This customization is enabled

through a Firefox-specific feature named “overlay”. Many extensions use this feature

to overlay user interface widgets on top of the browser window. This overlay process

complicates the detection of extension JavaScript code, however. Fig. 4.4 (a) shows
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how the overlay process in Mozilla Firefox works. As an extension file is overlaid on

the browser user interface, the URL of the extension file is changed to the URL of the

user interface. For example, in the figure, the “extension.xul” file is overlaid on top

of “browser.xul”. The script code embedded in “extension.xul” would be later identi-

fied in the JavaScript engine as coming from the URL: “chrome://browser.xul”. We

cannot use this URL as a signal for derandomizing JavaScript code as “browser.xul”

already contains non-randomized JavaScript code that is part of the core portion

of the Mozilla Firefox browser. In essence, wrongly detecting JavaScript code for

derandomization will cause the browser to crash.

We circumvent this obstacle by using a unique prefix per extension that contains

the ID of the extension (see Fig. 4.4 (b)). We concatenate this prefix to the JavaScript

code of the file to be overlaid. We find the target of the overlay (e.g., “browser.xul”)

from the configuration file of the extension. In the JavaScript engine, we insert

corresponding checks that match the prefix and only proceed to derandomize the code

if a match is found. For example, in Fig. 4.4 (b), JavaScript code of an extension file

“extension.xul” is detected as originating from “chrome://browser.xul”. However, the

JavaScript code is prefixed with the identifier of the extension. Therefore, the code

that follows would be originating from an extension and has to be derandomized. If

the unique prefix is not found, we flag the code as originating from the browser and

skip the derandomization process.

Based on the above observations and our proposed workaround for the obstacles,

we make our second design choice:

JavaScript files have to be accurately identified based on URLs and unique prefixes

for the derandomization process in order to maintain the integrity of remote web
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Table 4.1: JavaScript lexical syntax.

Input Element Example

Whitespace Tab, Space
Line Terminator Line Feed

Comment //Single Line Comment

Token

Identifier hello, $i
Keyword var, for

Number Literal 123, 0x56
String Literal “hello, world”
Null Literal null

Boolean Literal true, false
RegEx Literal /regex pattern/

Punctuator (, }

applications and the browser core.

III. Easily Extensible Randomization Technique

After selecting JavaScript source files for randomization, we must choose an appro-

priate technique to randomize the JavaScript code in those files. The randomization

technique should lend itself to be unique and symmetric, such that by applying the

same process again the original form of the randomized files can be obtained. In this

regard, we choose the lexical syntax of the JavaScript language as our basis for ap-

plying the randomization technique. Like other programming languages, JavaScript’s

lexical syntax is based on tokens delimited by whitespace characters. We list the core

elements of JavaScript lexical syntax in Table 4.1.

We design a lexical analyzer that conforms to the ECMAScript-262 specification,

the standard for JavaScript [40]. The lexical analyzer converts a JavaScript source

file into a stream of input elements. We then proceed to randomize a selected class of

input elements by appending a random key to the elements. Randomizing in this way
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provides a number of security benefits. First, it allows us to choose a key of arbitrary

length, as the length of the key is not limited by any implementation factors (e.g.,

size of fixed-width instruction sets). Second, as the lexical analyzer can recognize dif-

ferent classes of input elements, it allows us to assign different keys to different input

elements. However, not all input elements can be randomized in this way. Specifi-

cally, an arbitrary random key cannot be appended to literals as it would change a

literal’s syntactic meaning, causing the corresponding derandomization process at the

other end to fail. Therefore, we choose to randomize identifiers and keywords of the

JavaScript language. Note that, it is still possible to assign different keys of arbitrary

length to each of the distinct keywords of the language. Fig. 4.5 shows the different

randomization schemes JSRand can use. The randomized code on the left hand side

is the result of appending a single eight character key for each token. The randomized

code on the right hand side is created by appending different keys of varying lengths

to different keywords of the JavaScript language.

The usage of different randomization schemes as described above provides further

security guarantees over the typical randomization techniques, such as XORing a

single key of fixed length for each instruction set [80], or XORing the whole cleartext

source code with a random key [43]. If a single key is XOR-ed to the extension code,

an attacker only has to apply a brute-force attack powerful enough to discover a

key of fixed length. However, as our approach is customizable via the addition of

multiple keys and the length of key is not bound, the complexity of a brute-force

attack raises significantly. In Fig. 4.6, two attack examples are shown. In one attack

attempt, regular JavaScript is used. The derandomization process turns the attack

code into a garbled code unusable for compilation. The second attack attempt tries
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function add(a, b) 

{ 

     var result; 

     result = a + b; 

     return result; 

} 

functionabcd1234 addabcd1234(aabcd1234, babcd1234) 

{ 

     varabcd1234 resultabcd1234; 

     resultabcd1234 = aabcd1234 + babcd1234; 

     returnabcd1234 resultabcd1234; 

} 

function123 addabcd(aabcd, babcd) 

{ 

     var456 resultabcd; 

     resultabcd = aabcd + babcd; 

     return789 resultabcd; 

} 

token key 

“function” 123 

“var” 456 

“return” 789 

others abcd 

token key 

any abcd1234 

Randomization using a single key Randomization using different keys 

Figure 4.5: Different randomization schemes of JSRand. The same code can be
randomized by using a single key, or by using different keys for different keywords.

function attack(a) 

{ 

     var stolenData; 

     stolenData = get(); 

     return stolenData; 

} 

id key 

“function” 123 

“var” 555 

“return” 999 

others qrst 

function123 attackqrst(aqrst) 

{ 

     var555 stolenDataqrst; 

     stolenDataqrst = getqrst(); 

     return999 stolenDataqrst; 

} 

(,) 

{ 

 ; 

     = +; 

 ; 

} 

id key 

“function” 123 

“var” 456 

“return” 789 

others abcd 

function () 

{ 

; 

=; 

; 

} 

Keys guessed by attacker 

Keys used by JSRand 

Attack script in regular JavaScript Attack script using guessed keys 

Attack script after Derandomization Attack script after Derandomization 

Figure 4.6: The derandomization process of JSRand. Without knowing the correct
keys, executing attack scripts is not possible. The example on the right hand side
only guesses one key correctly.
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to guess the keys used by the randomizer. Here, only one key is guessed correctly,

and subsequently, this attack fails as well.

Designing the randomization process in this way satisfies our third design choice:

The randomization process should be amenable to extensibility and provide good

security guarantees.

4.2.3 JSRand: Runtime Protection for JavaScript-based Browser

Extensions

Based on our design choices described in Section 4.2.2, we propose JSRand: a run-

time protection mechanism for JavaScript browser extensions. Fig. 4.7 shows the

operation of JSRand. We highlight our contributions using shaded boxes and icons.

JSRand contains a JavaScript lexical analyzer (JS Lexer), a randomizer, and a deran-

domizer. We use the lexical analyzer in combination with the secret key(s) for offline

randomization of JavaScript code of extension scripts. The Randomizer can be cus-

tomized to support different key schemes as described in Section 4.2.2. We enhance

the Compiler of the JavaScript engine with the Script Identifier, the JS Lexer, and

the Derandomizer (analogous to the Randomizer) modules for enforcing runtime pro-

tection. JavaScript code originating from the extension scripts are correctly detected

by the Script Identifier module. The randomized extension code is derandomized

with the help of the JS Lexer and the Derandomizer (shown in a dashed box in the

bottom left of the figure). In case of an injection attack, the attack script will still be

identified with the extension’s security origin. However, the Derandomizer will turn

the attack code into a garbled code, which would fail to produce valid bytecode for

execution (shown in a dashed box in the bottom right of the figure). The JavaScript
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Compiler 

Script Identifier 

Compilation 

Secret Key(s) 

JS Lexer 

JS Lexer 

Guessed Key(s) 

JS Lexer 

Tokens 
Randomized 

Tokens Injection 

var a = b + c; = +; 

Correctly derandomized extension script code Garbled attack script code 

Optional steps for a key guessing attack 

Extension 

Script 
Attack 

Script 

Randomizer 
Randomizer 

Derandomizer 

Figure 4.7: JSRand in operation.

engine is robust enough to handle erroneous scripts (the garbled code) and it pro-

duces appropriate error messages without crashing or halting, making our solution

fail-safe. An attempt of a key guessing attack (shown inside the dashed box in the

upper right hand side of Fig. 4.7) will also be thwarted unless the attacker knows the

correct combination of keys.

4.3 The Need for Static Analysis

JSRand, our runtime protection mechanism is able to protect extensions from JavaScript

code injection attacks that originate from outside an extension’s codebase (e.g., a re-

mote website). However, an issue arising due to one particular feature of JavaScript

and browsers cannot be properly handled by JSRand alone: dynamic code generation

from character strings. For example, the JavaScript function eval() takes a string

(or a reference to a string) as an argument and converts it into JavaScript code during
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Implementation 

Figure 4.8: Recursive design of eval() complicates JSRand’s operation. The de-
randomizer component of JSRand would correctly remove the key appended to the
randomized extension script. However, it would also turn the dynamically generated
code into garbled code as there is no way to distinguish it from malicious attack code.

execution. Web browsers also implement other functions that have similar capabili-

ties. Two such functions are setTimeout() and setInterval(). These two functions

are used for executing JavaScript code using a timer (e.g., executing a piece of code

after a specific interval). These functions can also take string arguments and convert

them to JavaScript code. For brevity, we only discuss the design and implementation

of the eval() function and show how it complicates the operation of JSRand.

Fig. 4.8 presents a high level overview of how the eval() function works in Mozilla

Firefox. The eval() function is implemented in a recursive way. In Mozilla Firefox,

the opcode for the eval() function inside the JavaScript interpreter is JSOP_EVAL.

When the JavaScript interpreter comes across the JSOP_EVAL opcode during ex-

ecution, it fetches the argument of eval() from the memory (JSOP_EVAL ARG in
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Fig. 4.8). This argument can be a string literal or a reference to a string-type ob-

ject. Afterwards, the JavaScript interpreter invokes the eval() implementation in

the JavaScript Object Subsystem with the fetched argument. The eval() implemen-

tation receives the argument, converts it into executable JavaScript code, and invokes

the JavaScript compiler with the dynamically generated code. In short, the eval()

function causes the interpreter to invoke the compiler in a recursive manner.

This recursive design poses a problem for JSRand. In particular, when the com-

piler is invoked with the code generated by eval(), JSRand has no way of distin-

guishing the code generated by eval() from a malicious attack code. By design, the

eval() function inherits the security origin of the code that invokes it. Therefore, if

an extension’s script with origin “chrome://extcode.js” contains a call to eval(), then

at the compiler’s entry point, the code generated from eval() would also be detected

as originating from “chrome://extcode.js”. However, if the extension is vulnerable, by

nature of JavaScript code injection, any injected attack code would also be marked

as originating from “chrome://extcode.js”. In short, it is impossible to tell whether

the incoming JavaScript code to the compiler from the JavaScript Object Subsystem

(via path 2 in Fig. 4.8) legitimately originated from the extension or is injected by an

attacker. Moreover, as JSRand does not randomize string literals, the derandomizer

component of JSRand turns legitimate code generated from eval() into malformed

code, just as it would do for injected malicious code. Note that, randomizing string

literals is not a viable idea as most string literals in JavaScript extensions are not

syntactically valid JavaScript code. Only strings passed to eval() are required to be

valid JavaScript code.

While the design of JSRand would correctly block any injection attempts through
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the eval() function and its DOM counterparts (e.g., attack code passed to eval()

or setTimeout() as a parameter), it would cause legitimate dynamically generated

code to fail. For example, a developer might intentionally invoke eval() with a

non-malicious argument. In some cases, the problem can be solved by rewriting

the extension code without the dynamic code generation functions. Furthermore,

browser vendors also ask developers to use these functions sparingly [23]. However,

these solutions require developers to rewrite their extensions. Therefore, in order

to achieve maximum backward compatibility and security, we need a mechanism

that can be used to assess the “potential maliciousness” of the arguments passed

to dynamic code generation functions. In this regard, we augment the JavaScript

Object Subsystem by adding the randomizer module from our JSRand component.

The randomizer module is only invoked if a special prefix string is detected during

the conversion from string to executable code. This allows us to selectively randomize

the arguments if they are prefixed with a known prefix string. In other words, string

arguments prefixed with a known prefix string are deemed as non-malicious and are

randomized before sending them to the compiler. In this way, the derandomizer will

not turn legitimate dynamically generated code into garbled code. On the other

hand, non-prefixed attack code will be correctly derandomized into a garbled form

unsuitable for execution. This requires us to modify extension code suitably by adding

the prefix string to “non-malicious” string arguments. As this modification needs to

be performed before extensions are installed and executed, a static analysis of an

extension’s code could be useful for getting the required assessment. Note that, we

need to perform static analysis only if dynamic code generation functions are present

in extension code. Otherwise, JSRand alone would suffice to protect extensions from
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JavaScript injection attacks. In the following section, we describe how we employ

a static analysis technique known as points-to analysis to assess whether arguments

passed to dynamic code generation functions are malicious or not.

4.4 JSPoint: JavaScript Points-to Analysis

The goal of static analysis is to analyze a program’s source code to deduce useful

information without executing the program [54]. Static analysis is used for many

purposes including type checking, style checking, program understanding, bug finding,

security review etc. [55]. Static analysis tools vary from one another regarding aspects

such as analysis accuracy and goals. For example, some static analysis tools scan

a program’s source code using a pattern matcher or a lexical analyzer for detecting

potentially vulnerable function calls [54]. However, the mere existence of a potentially

vulnerable function call does not mean that a program is insecure as the developer of

the program might have used the function in a secure way. Therefore, more complex

static analysis tools extract semantic information from the source code in order to

produce more accurate results (e.g., whether a vulnerable function is actually invoked

with potentially malicious input parameters). In our case, only detecting the existence

of dynamic code generation functions will not produce any benefits. As we need to

deduce the “maliciousness” of the arguments of dynamic code generation functions,

semantic information extracted from the JavaScript code of extensions should be

able to produce more accurate results. Intuitively, the extracted semantic information

should allow us to deduce whether the arguments might point to potentially malicious

values during execution. We use a well-known static analysis technique from the

compiler literature known as Points-to Analysis for this purpose.
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4.4.1 Points-to Analysis

Points-to analysis is a static program analysis technique [41]. Given a program as an

input, the goal of points-to analysis is to find out:

what does p point to?

where p is a pointer or reference type variable in the program.

Points-to analysis has been studied for various programming languages and is

applied as the base technique for alias analysis (whether two pointers point to the

same memory location), program optimization, and programming error detection [41].

Different variants of points-to analysis have been proposed over the past years with

varying degrees of complexity and analysis accuracy. As we are interested in finding

the maliciousness of the input parameters of JavaScript dynamic code generation

functions (or, more succinctly, whether the input parameters might point to malicious

values), we develop JSPoint, a static points-to analyzer for the JavaScript language

that analyzes the source code of JavaScript-based browser extensions and outputs

points-to results as a graph.

Although points-to analysis approaches have been proposed in the past for other

programming languages such as C and Java [99, 105], these approaches are not di-

rectly applicable for our analysis due to the differences between JavaScript and other

languages. We describe such distinguishing features of JavaScript in Section 4.4.2. Re-

cently, a number of points-to analysis approaches have been proposed for JavaScript.

However, these approaches either require the aid of a special-purpose constraint

solver [66], or require translating the source code into another form [79]. Moreover,

these approaches use static points-to analysis as their core analysis. In contrast to

these approaches, we do not use a special-purpose solver or translate the source code
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p={}; 

p.a=10; 

p["b"]=20; 

delete p.a; 

function add(a,b) 

{ 

   return a+b; 

} 

function plus(o,a,b) 

{  

   return o(a,b); 

} 

plus(add,5,10); 

function f1() 

{ 

 var x=5; 

 function f2(){return x;} 

 return f2; 

} 

y=f1(); 

z=y();//z is 5 

function thisDemo() 

{ 

  this.x=10; 

} 

var x=5; 

thisDemo();      //x is 10 

 

var newObj=new thisDemo(); 

var y=newObj.x;//y is 10 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.9: Examples of some distinguishing features of JavaScript. (a) Properties
of objects can be created or deleted on the fly. (b) Functions can be passed as
parameters to other functions. (c) Closures retain the values of variables even after
a function returns. (d) The values of this are different based on the calling context
of a function.

into another form. Furthermore, we use static points-to analysis as an aid to our

core runtime protection approach. In the following subsections, we outline the core

features of JSPoint along with the design choices that we made during our research.

4.4.2 Unique Features of JavaScript

Points-to analysis for the JavaScript language is far from trivial. A number of differ-

ences from other procedural and object-oriented languages make points-to analysis

of JavaScript challenging. For instance, although JavaScript is an object-based lan-

guage, unlike other object-oriented languages like Java, there is no notion of “Class”

or fixed-type objects in JavaScript. Objects are rather modeled as associative arrays,

and object properties can be created and deleted on the fly. Moreover, in addition to

the standard dot (“.”) property access idiom, object properties can also be accessed

via an array-like notation (“[]”). Fig. 4.9 (a) shows the on-the-fly creation and dele-

tion of properties a and b in the object p and the different property access notations.

JavaScript supports first-class functions, which means that functions are also treated
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as objects. This allows programs to pass entire functions as input parameters to

other functions. Fig. 4.9 (b) shows the function add being passed to the function

plus. Unlike block scope, JavaScript has the notion of “lexical scope”. Lexical scop-

ing allows functions to be nested and variables of an outer function to be available

to an inner function. Moreover, JavaScript supports closures, which means that an

inner function can be returned by an outer function, but the inner function can still

have access to the variables of the outer function, even after the outer function has

returned. Fig. 4.9 (c) shows that even after f1() (outer function) has returned, f2()

(inner function) still has access to the variables of f1(). Moreover, the execution

context of a function affects the value of the this reference variable, which can take

on different values based on whether a function is called as a global function, or as a

method on an object, or as a constructor. Fig. 4.9 (d) shows that the this variable

first references the global object when thisDemo() is called as a function, and after-

wards references newObj when thisDemo() is called as a constructor. These unique

language features make previous points-to analysis techniques for other languages un-

suitable for JavaScript. We must account for these language features for a points-to

analysis of JavaScript.

4.4.3 Abstract Memory Model

We first describe an abstract memory model that we use to represent reference vari-

ables and heap objects of the JavaScript program being analyzed. Each reference

variable is individually represented in the memory. Each object is represented as a

heap-allocated object on an abstract global heap. We also model primitive values such

as numbers and strings as heap allocated objects. Whenever an object is assigned to
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01 p = new Object(); 

02 q = 10; 

03 p.a = 20; 

 

p 

q 

a 

10 

(num) 

20 

(num) 

Source Code Abstract Memory 

Figure 4.10: JSPoint’s abstract memory model. Circles represent reference variables,
and rounded rectangles represent heap-allocated objects.

a reference variable, we create an edge between the reference and the object. Finally,

heap objects can have properties, which are references themselves. These properties

can point to other heap-allocated objects, but not to other references. During the

analysis, this memory model is continuously updated to reflect the change of evalu-

ating program statements and expressions. Fig. 4.10 shows an example state of the

abstract memory during analysis. Here, a new object is created in Line 1 which is

assigned to a reference variable p. The abstract memory is updated to so that p

points to the newly created object. In Line 2, the reference variable q is assigned a

number (10). In the abstract memory, q is made to point to that number. In Line

3, a new property a is created in the object referenced by p. The new property is

assigned a number (20). The abstract memory is updated to include a in the object

pointed to by p. Afterwards, a is made to point to the number.

4.4.4 Pseudo-execution Model

Based on the abstract memory, JSPoint proceeds by mimicking the execution model

of JavaScript in browsers. In particular, we model the global context of JavaScript

and function call invocations as abstract execution contexts. Each execution context
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01 var p = 10; 

02 var q  = function(){var x = 20;}; 

03 q(); 
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Figure 4.11: JSPoint’s pseudo-execution model.

is initialized with a parse tree of the code to be analyzed. JSPoint evaluates the

parsed representation of the expressions and statements and updates the abstract

memory accordingly. JSPoint uses a JavaScript parser to generate the parse tree for

each execution context. We augment the parser with additional support to extract the

code of a function body in order to build a parse tree of a function on the fly during

analysis. Fig. 4.11 shows a state of the pseudo-execution model during analysis. When

JSPoint starts evaluating the source code, it creates a new global execution context

(Execution Context 1) and pushes it on the Execution Context Stack. This execution

context is initialized with the parse tree of the source code. After evaluating Line 1

of the source code, the reference variable p points to a numeric value (10). After Line

2 is evaluated, a new reference variable q is created in Execution Context 1 which

points to the function declared in Line 2. As we have mentioned, the source code of

the function is extracted by the parser. When JSPoint evaluates Line 3, it creates

a new execution context (Execution Context 2), and pushes it on the Execution
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Context Stack. A parent pointer from Execution Context 2 to Execution Context 1

models the lexical scope chain. The parser generates a parse tree from the extracted

code of the function q(). This parse tree is used to initialize Execution Context 2.

After evaluating the body of the function q() (Line 2), a new reference x pointing

to a number (20) is created in Execution Context 2. After q() returns, Execution

Context 2 is popped from the stack. However, JSPoint does not destroy function

contexts after returning. This enables us to model closures accurately as the parent

pointer can be utilized to access the variables of the outer function that has returned

(Section 4.4.2).

4.4.5 Modeling JavaScript Language Constructs

In this subsection, we describe how JSPoint handles various JavaScript constructs

during the analysis phase. We begin by describing the assumptions that we make in

the course of our analysis.

Inclusion-set based Analysis

JSPoint performs an inclusion set-based analysis similar to Andersen’s analysis for C

programs [42]. Andersen’s analysis is a standard way for performing flow-insensitive,

context-insensitive points-to analysis and has been used as the basis for past points-to

analyses of JavaScript [66,75]. In Andersen’s analysis, the heap objects pointed to by

a reference during the execution of a program are included in a points-to set for that

reference. JSPoint operates on sets when evaluating a statement or an expression.

Context-sensitivity

Context-sensitivity indicates whether a static analysis considers each of the different
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invocations of a function as different or considers all of them as the same. A static

analysis is context-insensitive if all calls to a function in a program are modeled by

one abstract call that does not distinguish between different parameter values and the

current state of the function call stack. In essence, context-insensitive analysis makes

a set of assumptions about a function and uses those assumptions when analyzing

the function invocation. In contrast, context-sensitive analysis distinguishes between

the different parameter values used to call a function along with the state of the

function call stack. Therefore, context-sensitive analysis can analyze each invocation

of the function separately rather than making gross assumptions, leading to a more

precise analysis. JSPoint is context-sensitive. For each invocation of a function,

JSPoint initializes the function’s execution context with the actual parameters passed

to the function. Moreover, JSPoint simulates function call stacks by maintaining an

execution context stack along with scope chain pointers. Therefore, each invocation

of a function is modeled differently by JSPoint, leading to a more precise context-

sensitive analysis.

Flow-sensitivity

Flow-sensitivity indicates whether a static analysis considers the ordering of pro-

gram statements during analysis. In a flow-insensitive analysis, if the ordering of the

program statements are changed, the analysis results would still be the same. JS-

Point is mostly a flow-insensitive analysis. First, JSPoint does not perform a whole

program analysis. It analyzes a portion of an extension’s code, i.e., functions that

might contain dynamic code generation constructs and the functions that call them.

As JSPoint does not perform whole program analysis, it cannot determine distinct

points-to information for all program points, which is a requirement for flow-sensitive
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analysis. Second, JSPoint obtains a degree of flow-sensitivity by performing “strong

updates” on the abstract memory when appropriate. For example, if JSPoint can un-

ambiguously determine the value of the right hand side of an assignment statement

inside a function body, then it erases the previous value (strong update) assigned to

the left hand side variable, rather than augmenting the previous set of values (weak

update). We have seen in our experiments that performing strong updates whenever

applicable usually results in better analysis accuracy. We duly note that most of

the previous whole program points-to analysis of JavaScript programs are also flow-

insensitive [66,75]. Furthermore, it remains to be seen whether the added complexity

of flow-sensitivity avails any benefits for points-to analysis [41].

Variable Creation and Lookup

Whenever JSPoint encounters a variable creation statement in the code (var state-

ment), it creates a reference variable in the current execution context. When a variable

is looked up in the source code, JSPoint first searches the current execution context

for any references that matches the variable’s name. If no such reference is found,

JSPoint goes up the scope chain by following the parent pointers until it reaches the

global scope (global execution context). If no variables matching the name are found

during the search, a reference is created in the global execution context. Note that,

this accurately models the behavior of JavaScript in browsers [40].

Object Property Lookup

For looking up a property of an object (e.g., via a dereference such as object.property

or object[property]), JSPoint first performs a variable lookup for the object name

(e.g., object). When any such reference is found, JSPoint follows the reference’s
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edges to the set of heap allocated objects. In each such object, JSPoint searches for

the property to be looked up. If no such property is found, it creates the property

on the fly, which is the behavior specified in the standard JavaScript specification for

dynamically creating object properties. Otherwise, JSPoint returns the set of such

object properties found.

Assignment Statements

JSPoint handles assignments in two different manners. First it evaluates both sides

of an assignment statement to determine the points-to sets of each side. Then, if

the left hand side is ambiguous, it augments the points-to set of the reference on

the left hand side with the heap-objects from the right hand side without deleting

the existing points-to set (weak update). Ambiguity can arise in certain situations

such as when an object property is looked up using the subscript operator and the

subscript expression is evaluated to an indeterminate value (e.g., object[property],

where “property” cannot be evaluated). JSPoint collects such property lookups and

assignments in a special property labeled “[]” in the abstract memory representation

of the object. If the left hand side is not ambiguous, the existing points-to information

of the left hand side is overwritten with the heap objects from the right hand side

(strong update). Note that, without strong updates, inaccuracies can grow large

very quickly, as all points-to information from the start of the analysis would be

conservatively preserved without deletion.

Control Flow Structures

Control flow structures require special attention in our analysis. Like other con-

servative static analysis approaches [44], JSPoint does not evaluate the conditional
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a = 10; 

b = 20; 

a = 20; 

b = 30; 

if (x > 20) 

(x > 20) (x <= 20) 
a 

20 

(num) 

10 

(num) 

b 

30 

(num) 

20 

(num) 

if(x > 20) 

{ 

    a = 10; 

    b = 20; 

} 

else 

{ 

    a = 20; 

    b = 30; 

} 

Source code Modeling all branches State of the abstract memory 

Figure 4.12: Modeling control flow in JSPoint. Triangles represent the start and end
of a branch statement. Both of the previous values of a and b are deleted as both
variables are modified in all of the branches.

controlling the control flow statement and conservatively assumes that any of the

branches may be taken. We model this by evaluating each branch of a control flow

statement separately. At the end of the branching, the results from all branches

are merged. JSPoint performs strong update when a variable is modified in all of the

branches, reflecting the fact that the variable will be modified no matter which branch

is taken. Otherwise, JSPoint performs a weak update on the variable. Fig. 4.12 shows

how JSPoint handles control flow structures. Here, the conditional statement has two

branches. In both branches, the values of a and b are modified. After evaluating each

of the branches, JSPoint’s abstract memory representation indicates that a might

point to 10 or 20, and b might point to 20 and 30.

Function Calls

Function calls in JavaScript can have different meanings based on different contexts.
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Functions can be called globally, invoked on a method or called as a constructor to

create an object. Our analysis models each of these invocation types separately. For

any type of function call, JSPoint first inlines the function body by extracting the

function’s source code from the modified parser. JSPoint then creates a new exe-

cution context for the function and pushes it on the global execution context stack

(see Fig. 4.11). The execution context is initialized with the parameters passed to

the particular invocation. JSPoint obtains the parse tree of the function from the

parser. JSPoint then evaluates the statements of the function in its new execution

context. Note that, by modeling function calls like this, JSPoint automatically sup-

ports JavaScript lexical scoping as the new context created becomes a child of the

callee. Moreover, when returning from the call, JSPoint pops the function from the

stack but keeps it in memory in order to support closure (Section 4.4.2). JSPoint

can also accurately model the this reference variable based on a function’s calling

context. For global function calls, JSPoint initializes this to the global context. For

method calls on an object or when an object is constructed, JSPoint initializes this

with the object according to the JavaScript standard [40].

Modeling the DOM and Standard JavaScript Objects

JavaScript programs do not execute in isolation. In fact, much of the data structures

that JavaScript programs manipulate are provided by browsers via the DOM API.

In addition, JavaScript code of extensions also use the extension APIs for accessing

privileged components, such as the XPCOM interfaces of Mozilla Firefox. For an

accurate points-to analysis of JavaScript, these APIs have to be modeled. However,

modeling the DOM and the extension APIs is not a trivial task due to the sheer

number of objects and functions provided by these APIs. Therefore, we follow existing
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static analysis approaches [44, 66] and create stubs for a selection of these APIs. In

particular, we iterate over the properties of the window object of Mozilla Firefox

and initialize the global context of JSPoint with these properties. Note that, we do

not model these properties exactly, rather create empty stubs which return empty

values. Although this makes our analysis unsound, we have carefully observed that

the tradeoff is not significant for our purpose.

4.4.6 Tainting Untrusted Sources

JSPoint can provide an approximation on the range of values that the parameters

of dynamic script generation functions can point to. However, to be an effective

security analysis, it must deduce which of these values might actually contain data

from untrusted sources. Therefore, we incorporate tainting to facilitate isolating po-

tentially untrusted values from trusted ones. JSPoint places a special parameter in

each of the heap objects that marks whether the object is tainted or not. When-

ever a reference is assigned a value from potentially untrusted sources (e.g., the

window.content.document DOM object), it taints the heap object. The taint is

propagated as an object is assigned or passed as a function parameter to other ref-

erences. Finally, at the end of the analysis, if JSPoint finds that the target reference

(e.g., a parameter to a dynamic code generator) points to a tainted object, it can

conservatively conclude that using that reference might be potentially unsafe.
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4.4.7 Static Analysis of JavaScript-based Browser Extensions

With our points-to analysis component coupled with tainting, we can perform static

security analysis of JavaScript-based browser extensions. In order to analyze exten-

sions, we first run a “grep” query over the extension files looking for text fragments

such as “eval”, “setttimeout”, and “setinterval”. All of these functions can convert a

string into code. Note that, unlike previous static analysis approaches [44, 45, 79],

we do not need to statically analyze all extensions, rather we only focus on those

extensions which contain these function calls. After the grep query, we narrow our

analysis down to the extensions that contain these strings.

Our static analysis phase closely mimics JavaScript execution in browser. In par-

ticular, first we find the user interface files (UI files) of extensions which load the

potentially vulnerable script files. Afterwards, we load all the scripts that the UI file

loads. Scripts in a browser are executed in a similar fashion, i.e., first the scripts con-

tained within the <script> tags in a document file are loaded and executed. In case

of multiple <script> tags, the scripts are sequentially loaded and executed, which

incrementally populates and modifies the global JavaScript environment. Therefore,

we cannot analyze a vulnerable JavaScript file in isolation. We also need to load

all the scripts that are loaded before it and analyze them all at once. After feeding

the necessary scripts to JSPoint, we mimic the event-driven nature of JavaScript by

inserting calls to the functions that contain the potentially vulnerable code gener-

ating functions. This lets JSPoint reach the vulnerable function calls and generate

points-to information for its arguments.

After the analysis, we find out whether the parameter to the potentially vulnerable

dynamic code generation function in question is tainted or not. If the parameter is
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function badEval() 

{ 

   var doc = window.content.document; 

   var scr = doc.getElementsByName("script")[0]; 

   eval(scr); 

} 

 

badEval(); 

JSPoint 
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Figure 4.13: An example of JSPoint’s operation.

tainted, we conclude that the call might be dangerous and we do not perform further

modification to the parameter. The reason behind this is that due to the recursive way

the dynamic code generating functions invoke the JavaScript compiler, the runtime

protection mechanism will automatically try to derandomize the string used to gen-

erate code dynamically. This would convert the string into garbled JavaScript code,

causing any attack attempts through these functions to fail. If, however, JSPoint

finds no taint, we add a unique string prefix to the parameter. This allows the ran-

domizer component in the JavaScript Object subsystem to detect and randomize the

code fragment passed as a parameter to the dynamic code generation function. Thus,

when the non-malicious randomized string reaches the compiler, it is correctly de-

randomized by the runtime component of JSRand. In this way, we permit legitimate

dynamic code generation to occur, which allows us to safely execute non-vulnerable

extensions while causing potentially malicious dynamic code generation to fail.

Fig. 4.13 shows an example of JSPoint’s operation. After evaluating the first
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line of the function, JSPoint updates the abstract memory by pointing doc to the

potentially untrusted object (window.content.document). In the second line, scr

is assigned an object from the untrusted tainted object pointed to by doc, which

propagates the taint. At the end of the analysis, JSPoint concludes that scr, the

input to eval() might be tainted.

4.5 Summary

The current browser security model is inadequate for protecting extensions from

JavaScript injection attacks. Existing research approaches either propose static anal-

ysis techniques which are only suitable for testing extensions before deployment, or

offer runtime protection which radically change the existing extension platforms. In

this chapter, we have described our approach for protecting browser extensions from

JavaScript injection attacks that overcomes these issues.

We have proposed JSRand, a runtime protection mechanism that randomizes

JavaScript code of an extension to distinguish it from malicious attack code. JSRand

performs offline transformation on an extension’s source code before it is loaded by

the browser. Afterwards, the runtime component of JSRand actively protects the

extension by converting any attempts of injection attacks into non-executable form.

JSRand is designed in a flexible way to support various randomization schemes. JS-

Rand cannot handle the issues arising due to dynamic code generation in JavaScript,

which causes it to break legitimate extensions, leading to false positives.

We point out the underlying root cause of JSRand’s shortcoming, and motivate the

need for a static analysis approach to address this issue. Finally, we describe JSPoint,

a static points-to analyzer that helps us to assess the security of the parameters of
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dynamic code generation functions. This combination of randomization and points-to

analysis results in a runtime protection mechanism for browser extensions that does

not alter the extension platform.

In the following chapter, we describe how we implement these components in order

to protect the extensions of a production browser and report the evaluation results.



Chapter 5

Experimental Evaluation

In the previous chapter, we have discussed the design choices and the working prin-

ciples of the constituent components (JSRand and JSPoint) of our proposed solution

for preventing JavaScript injection attacks on browser extensions. To demonstrate

the feasibility of our proposed solution, in this chapter we describe how we imple-

ment these components to address extension vulnerabilities in a production browser:

Mozilla Firefox. We assess the effectiveness of our implemented solution by experi-

menting with real-world vulnerable browser extensions and exploits available in the

wild.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes our experimental setup

and the additional tools that we use. We provide an overview of the suite of extensions

used for the evaluation in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3, we demonstrate the

efficacy and the practicality of our approach by reporting the effectiveness against

some real-world attacks and the performance overhead.

98
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5.1 Experimental Setup

We conduct our experiments on a Dell Optiplex 980 desktop with a quad-core 2.80

GHz CPU and 4 Gigabytes of RAM running Windows 7 operating system. Next, we

first describe in detail the software that we use during the course of our experiments.

Afterwards, we describe the details of our prototype implementation.

5.1.1 Target Browser

We implement the runtime component of our solution in Mozilla Firefox 9.0 (co-

dename: Aurora). Mozilla Firefox was the first browser to offer JavaScript-based

extensions, and has had support for such extensions since version 1.0. Mozilla Fire-

fox 9.0 uses SpiderMonkey as its JavaScript engine. We modify the Compiler and

JSObject modules of SpiderMonkey for integrating the runtime component of JS-

Rand. Specifically, we modify the jsparse.cpp and the jsobject.cpp files. The

jsparse.cpp file contains the implementation of the JavaScript parser and the com-

piler frontend of SpiderMonkey. SpiderMonkey compiles JavaScript code embedded

in *.js files and <script> tags using the CompileScript function. JavaScript code

embedded in event handler functions of DOM elements and extension widgets (e.g.,

buttons) are compiled using a separate function: CompileFunctionBody. Both of

these functions are invoked from various portions of the Mozilla Firefox codebase,

including the DOM system and the event dispatch system. These functions take as

input cleartext JavaScript code, the length of the code, the origin of the code, and the

security principal to be assigned to the code, along with other parameters. JSRand

derandomizes the cleartext JavaScript code based on the origin and the security prin-

cipal received from these input parameters. We integrate our implemented solution
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before the JavaScript code is sent to the bytecode compiler. In the jsobject.cpp

file, we modify the EvalKernel function, which is the actual implementation of the

eval() function. Specifically, our runtime randomization component is invoked be-

fore EvalKernel sends the script to the JavaScript compiler. The other dynamic code

generation functions (e.g., setTimeout(), setInterval()) are not implemented in-

side the JavaScript engine. Rather, these functions are implemented in the event

handler system, which is part of the DOM system. We do not modify these func-

tions. Instead, we perform in-place randomization in the JavaScript source code of

extensions when the offline code transformation takes place. Specifically, instead of

appending a unique prefix to the non-malicious parameters to these functions, we

randomize the parameter itself if it is a string-type object and is valid JavaScript

code. If these functions were implemented as eval(), a similar modification to these

functions could be performed in order to make our approach more uniform.

5.1.2 Supporting Tools

We use RapidXML [31], a C++ library for parsing the XUL files that make up the

user interface of extensions. Specifically, we randomize any occurrences of JavaScript

code that we discover while parsing the XUL files. However, out of the box, RapidXML

does not support some Firefox-specific quirks. For example, RapidXML expands the

character “&” into “&amp;” according to the standard XML specification. However,

this corrupts the UI of a Mozilla Firefox extension, as variable names prefixed with

“&” are often used to load localization-supported strings (e.g., for displaying a button

name in English or German, based on user preferences). We appropriately modify

the output module of RapidXML in order to overcome this problem.
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We use the JavaScript parser of JSLint [18] for our static analysis component:

JSPoint. JSLint is a tool aimed at applying rigorous constraints on JavaScript code

for improving code readability and maintainability. JSLint is written entirely in

JavaScript. It exports a parse tree from a JavaScript source file as a JavaScript

object. However, JSLint also poses some problems that we have to address. As

JSLint is a code quality tool, it stops building a parse tree if it finds code violating

its pre-specified rules. For example, the standard JavaScript specification has the

notion of automatic semicolon insertion, which states that semicolons after certain

constructs such as functions are optional. However, JSLint catches such code as rule-

violators and stops building a parse tree. We handle such cases by suitably modifying

JSLint. Similar cases include variable declaration in for ... in and for loops,

using keywords reserved for future etc. Note that, along the course of our analysis,

we have come across these programming practices in the extensions, and our analysis

would be incomplete without making modifications to JSLint. Finally, we modify

JSLint’s parse tree generator for JavaScript functions by adding extra code to extract

the source code of a function’s body that is later used in JSPoint’s analysis.

5.1.3 Implementation of JSRand and JSPoint

We implement the core JSRand module in about 1600 lines of C++ code. The core

module includes a JavaScript lexical analyzer and our randomization scheme. This

module is shared across the offline JavaScript source transformer (227 lines in C++),

the XUL file transformer (208 lines in C++), and inside the JavaScript engine. Our

modifications to the JavaScript engine for matching origins and invoking JSRand

totaled for about 330 lines of C++ code.
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We implement JSPoint in about 2100 lines of JavaScript code. JSPoint utilizes

JSLint’s parse tree. As it is implemented in JavaScript, JSPoint can easily be em-

bedded in extensions and web pages. In our implementation, we embed JSPoint in a

web page.

We also develop a basic web crawler in around 100 lines of JavaScript code and

implement it as a Firefox extension. Mozilla uses a C/C++ static analysis tool called

Dehydra to output a hyperlinked version of the entire Mozilla codebase to DXR: an

online code browsing tool. We use the crawler to explore Mozilla DXR to find out the

call-graph of the JavaScript engine. We utilize this call-graph to better understand

the flow of data inside the Compiler and the JSObject module of SpiderMonkey (e.g.,

the recursive design of eval()).

5.2 Overview of the Evaluation Suite

Since the introduction of the JavaScript-based extension platform in Mozilla Firefox,

there have been a number of reports of JavaScript injection vulnerabilities in exten-

sions. In Table 5.1, we list some of the more prominent vulnerable extensions along

with their vulnerability database ID, affected version, whether the extension is still

available for download (Avail.), and a summary of the vulnerability. Reports about

these vulnerable extensions span multiple years and affect multiple versions of Mozilla

Firefox.

As it can be seen from the table, there have been a number of public disclo-

sures about Mozilla Firefox extension vulnerabilities in vulnerability databases like

CVE [10] and OSVDB [34], and in academic research [44]. Out of the 21 vulnerabil-

ities listed in Table 5.1, 16 are JavaScript injection vulnerabilities, which shows the
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Table 5.1: List of vulnerable Mozilla Firefox extensions.

# Advisory ID Name Version Avail. Summary

1 CVE 2005-2455 GreaseMonkey <0.3.5 N Exposes GM_xmlhttpRequest() to web scripts

2 CVE 2007-5459 Mouse Over

Dictionary

<0.6.2 N Script injection in sidebar HTML page

3 CVE 2007-2060 WizzRSS <3.1.0.0 N Script injection via RSS Feed DOM

4 CVE 2007-3110 Beatnik 1.0, 1.2 Y Script injection via RSS Feed DOM

5 CVE 2007-1678 Fizzle 0.5 - 0.5.2 Y Script injection via RSS Feed DOM

6 CVE 2009-4101 infoRSS 1.1.4.2 N Script injection via <description> tag of RSS Feed

7 CVE 2009-4102 Sage <=1.4.3 N Script injection via <description> tag of RSS Feed

8 CVE 2008-5697 Skype <=3.8.0 N Exposes skype_tool.copy_num() to web scripts

9 CVE 2008-2399 FireFTP <1.1.4 N Directory traversal attacks by malicious FTP servers

10 CVE 2009-4100 Yoono <6.1.1 N Script injection in Yoono share function

11 CVE 2009-4127 Wikipedia

Toolbar

0.5.7, 0.5.9 Y Script injection in eval() from the DOM

12 OSVDB 57402 CoolPreviews 2.7, 2.7.2 N Script injection in the preview stack

13 OSVDB 57403 UpdateScanner <3.0.3 Y Script injection in update XUL page

14 OSVDB 57404 Feed Sidebar 3.1, 3.2 Y Script injection via RSS feeds

15 OSVDB 57405 ScribeFire <3.4.3 Y Script injection via event handlers in blog editor

16 OSVDB 73203 Firebug 1.7.2 Y Script injection in NET preview window

17 VEX [44] Kaizou 0.5.8 Y Script injection in web editor window

18 VEX [44] Mouse Gestures

Redox

2.0.3 N Script injection in eval() from preferences

19 VEX [44] POW <0.0.9 N N/A

20 VEX [44] Navigational

Sounds

1.0.2 N Directory traversal attack

21 VEX [44] Ajax Yahoo Mail 0.9 N Directory traversal attack
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prevalence of injection vulnerabilities over other vulnerabilities. Other vulnerabili-

ties include leaking an extension’s own method to a web page’s DOM (GreaseMon-

key (#1) and Skype (#8)), directory traversal attacks (FireFTP (#9), Navigational

sounds (#20), and Ajax Yahoo Mail (#21)). None of these two kinds of vulnera-

bilities are JavaScript injection vulnerabilities. Therefore, we do not focus on these

vulnerabilities as they are out of the scope of this thesis. Instead, we focus on the

more prevalent JavaScript injection vulnerabilities.

Public disclosures about these vulnerabilities are made after the vulnerabilities

have been fixed, and for a number of instances, the vulnerable extensions are removed

from the Mozilla Add-on repository. This makes it challenging to obtain the copies

of these vulnerable extensions for evaluation purposes. Among the 16 extensions

vulnerable to JavaScript injection attacks, we were able to obtain the source code of

only 8 extensions (marked as “Y” in the Avail. column of Table 5.1). Of these, we

were unable to install Beatnik (#4) and Fizzle (#5), as both these extensions are

more than 5 years old and incompatible with the version of Mozilla Firefox that we

use.

Although we were unable to evaluate our approach for the unavailable extensions,

we have studied their vulnerability reports and have developed four extensions that

mimic those vulnerabilities. Next, we briefly describe these “deliberately-vulnerable”

extensions.

JavaScript injection in eval(). We develop an extension that extracts content

from a web page and sends the content to eval() without sanitizing it. The exten-

sion searches for <script> elements in a page and tries to invoke eval() with the

JavaScript code inside the element. If malicious JavaScript is embedded in a web
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page using <script>, it is executed with the full privilege of the extension.

JavaScript injection via document.write(). The document.write()DOMAPI

function is used to completely rewrite the contents of an HTML document using

a string argument. If the string passed to the function contains a <script> tag,

then the script executes when the document is rewritten and reloaded. We develop

an extension that receives content from remote servers using the XMLHttpRequest

API. After receiving the content, the extension writes the content to a blank HTML

page using document.write(). This allows us to simulate an attack that embeds a

<script> tag inside the content. The JavaScript code inside the <script> element

is immediately executed with the full privileges of the extension when the code is

injected in the HTML page using document.write().

JavaScript injection via node.appendChild(). The appendChild() DOM API

function receives an HTML element node and appends the node as a child of another

node. We develop an extension that appends content received over XMLHttpRequest

to an empty <div> element using appendChild(). If the content contains malicious

script embedded inside an event handler function, the script executes with the full

privileges of the extension when the event is fired.

JavaScript injection by assigning to element.innerHTML. The innerHTML

DOM property is used to dynamically rewrite the HTML content of HTML elements.

We develop an extension that rewrites content received over XMLHttpRequest to an

empty <div> element using innerHTML. If the HTML content passed to the prop-

erty contains malicious script embedded inside an event handler function, the script
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Table 5.2: List of non-vulnerable Mozilla Firefox extensions.

Extension name
and version

Extension name
and version

Extension name
and version

Iplex to AllPlayer v0.7.0 SearchPreview v5.3 Image Zoom v0.4.6
TinEye Reverse Image Search

v1.1
IE View v1.5.0 Password Exporter v1.2.1

Download Flash and Video
v1.03

ImTranslator v4.10 FireGestures v1.6.7

ProxTube v1.3.4 RightToClick v2.8.9 Download Manager Tweak
v0.9.5

Tab Scope v1.1.3 ColorfulTabs v9.0 All-in-One Gestures v0.22.1
FB Chat Sidebar Disabler

v1.9.7
VKontakte.ru Downloader

v0.3.2.3
BetterPrivacy v1.68

ReloadEvery v7.0.0 GoogleTranslate v0.9 AniWeather v0.8.29
Add to Search Bar v2.0 Flashblock v1.5.15.1 Flagfox v4.1.11
YouTube to MP3 v1.2.3 Menu Editor v1.2.7 Google Shortcuts v2.1.7.1

Microsoft .NET Framework
Assistant v1.3.1

Text Link v4.0.2011021601 PDF Download v3.0.0.2

executes with the full privileges of the extension when the event is fired.

The first deliberately-vulnerable extension mimics the Wikipedia Toolbar (#11)

and the Mouse Gestures Redox (#18) vulnerabilities. We were able to obtain the

source code of Wikipedia Toolbar, but not the Mouse Gestures Redox extension. The

other three extensions model the different ways in which the DOM of an extension can

be rewritten or modified. These three extensions model vulnerable extensions such as

Mouse Over Dictionary (#2), WizzRSS (#3), Sage (#7), and CoolPreviews (#12).

All these real-world vulnerable extensions take input data from untrusted sources and

try to append to or rewrite their DOM using one of the three aforementioned methods

without sanitizing the data. Therefore, a malicious event handler can be appended to

an extension’s DOM (e.g., malicious script in an <img> tag’s onclick event handler).

When the event handler is invoked later by users, the malicious JavaScript executes.
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01 var loginManager = Components.classes["@mozilla.org/login-manager;
1"].getService(Components.interfaces.nsILoginManager);
02 var count;
03 var logins;
04 logins = loginManager.getAllLogins({});
05 var stealNamePass = logins[0].username+logins[0].password;
06 window.open("http://attacker.com/echonamepass.php?namepass="+
stealNamePass);

Figure 5.1: Password stealing exploit code.

In total, we experiment with 10 extensions containing JavaScript injection vul-

nerabilities. For some of the extensions, vulnerabilities are present across multiple

versions. To evaluate the performance overhead and backward compatibility of our

approach, we also download a random sample of 30 of the top 100 extensions from

the Mozilla Add-on repository. We choose these extensions from various categories.

Note that, no public disclosure of injection vulnerabilities in these extensions has been

reported. Table 5.2 lists these non-vulnerable extensions.

We obtain sample attack scripts for the extensions from [87]. We build attack

cases by embedding the scripts into HTML pages or RSS feed pages. Fig. 5.1 shows

an example attack script that steals passwords and sends them to remote servers.

In Line 1, the attack script first accesses the nsILoginManager service of Mozilla

Firefox, which is a privileged component responsible for maintaining the password

storage of users. In Line 4, the script inserts all the login names and passwords in an

array by invoking the getAllLogins() function. In Line 5, the script gets the first

login name-password pair from the array. In Line 6, the attack script posts this login

name-password pair by redirecting the browser to a website named attacker.com

and posts the stolen information to a server-side script that stores the login name-

password pair. Note that, without an extension’s privilege, Lines 1, 4, and 5 cannot
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even be executed. Only by injecting this code in a vulnerable extension, a malicious

attack can be carried out.

5.3 Experiments and Results

In this section, we present the evaluation steps and the results of the experiments. In

total, we evaluate our approach on 40 Mozilla Firefox extensions spanning 100K lines

of code. Our evaluation methodology consists of the following steps. First, we build

appropriate attack cases tailored for the particular vulnerability of each vulnerable

extension. For the non-vulnerable extensions, this step is not necessary. Second, we

randomize the extension source code using the offline component of JSRand. We also

search for dynamic JavaScript generation functions in the source code using a text

search tool (e.g., invoking the grep tool for “eval”, “settimeout”, and “setinterval”). If

such functions are found, we invoke JSPoint to perform a points-to analysis to find

out the potential maliciousness of the input parameters of the functions. Based on

the results of JSPoint, either we further modify the extension by adding a prefix or

randomizing the input parameters (non-malicious parameter values), or we leave the

input parameters intact (potentially malicious parameter values). Third, we install

the randomized extensions and attack the vulnerable extensions again to assess the

effectiveness of our protection mechanism. For both vulnerable and non-vulnerable

extensions, we measure the performance overhead. In the following subsections, we

describe each of the steps along with suitable examples and experimental results.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.2: Password stealing attack on the Wikipedia Toolbar extension. (a) The
exploit page embeds malicious script. (b) The attack executes when a toolbar button
is clicked.

5.3.1 Attacking Vulnerable Extensions

To evaluate the efficacy of our approach, we first create suitable attack cases for each

vulnerable extension. As the steps required for exploitation vary from one extension

to another, we create separate attack cases targeting the particular vulnerabilities of

each vulnerable extension. For instance, Fig. 5.2 shows a successful password stealing

attack on the Wikipedia Toolbar extension. The Wikipedia Toolbar extension con-

tains a JavaScript injection vulnerability through the eval() function. The developer

of the extension assumed that the extension would be used only when a user was vis-

iting the Wikipedia website. When a user clicks on any of the toolbar buttons of the

extension, it extracts the first <script> element on a web page and passes the script

to eval(). Therefore, if the extension’s toolbar buttons were clicked while visiting a

website that embeds malicious attack script code in its first <script> element, the

attack would execute successfully. We successfully carried out the password stealing

attack on the Wikipedia Toolbar extension by embedding the exploit script as the first
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<script> element in a web page and clicking one of the toolbar buttons. Similarly,

for other vulnerable extensions, we create exploits by using suitable mechanisms for

different extensions (e.g., embedding attack script in RSS feeds, hosting malicious

content in remote servers etc.).

5.3.2 Securing Extensions with JSRand and JSPoint

After creating attack cases for each of the vulnerable extensions, we proceed to secure

the extensions. We perform the same steps for both vulnerable and non-vulnerable

extensions. We first randomize the extensions’ source code using JSRand. Most of

the main program logic of Mozilla Firefox extensions are contained inside a folder

named chrome/content. We select all the JavaScript code files (*.js files) from

this folder. Moreover, we also select the extension UI files (*.xul files). These files

are converted into their randomized form by the offline transformation component

of JSRand. Randomizing the *.js files is straightforward. However, caution must

be taken for randomizing the *.xul files as there are two categories of *.xul files:

overlay files and non-overlay files (see Section 4.2.2). We use information from the

chrome.manifest configuration file of an extension to separate overlay files from non-

overlay files. While converting the overlay files, a prefix is added at the beginning of

the script code in the way described in Section 4.2.2. Non-overlay files are converted

in a regular way without using a prefix. Extensions also contain other JavaScript

code carrying files such as XML and HTML files. When such files are encountered,

we randomize them as well.

We also perform a points-to analysis using JSPoint on the extensions’ source code

if any instances of dynamic code generation constructs are found by running a text
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function wpedia_prefs(event) 

{  

   script = window._content.document. 

     getElementsByTagName("script")[0]. 

     innerHTML; 

   eval(script); 

   if (event.button == 1) 

   ... 

   ... 

} 

wpedia_prefs({}); 

 

… 

… 

wpedia_showhide->Function194(n) 

wpedia_usertalkpage->Function195(n) 

wpedia_contribs->Function196(n) 

wpedia_prefs->Function197(n) 

… 

… 

script->undefined(t) 

 

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: JSPoint points out potentially malicious parameter values for eval().
(a) Vulnerable portion of the Wikipedia toolbar extension. (b) JSPoint finds poten-
tial malicious parameter values passed to the eval() function through the script
variable.

search (e.g., invoking the grep tool using “eval”, “settimeout”, and “setinterval”). For

instance, in Fig. 5.3 JSPoint indicates a potentially malicious flow into an eval()

function invocation in the Wikipedia Toolbar. Here, the script variable is assigned

a value originating from the web page. Later, the script variable is passed to eval().

JSPoint is able to find out this potentially malicious parameter assignment (bold line

in Fig. 5.3 (b), (t) means tainted/potentially malicious). In cases where such dynamic

code generation functions’ parameters are potentially malicious, we leave them intact.

However, if the parameters are non-malicious, we concatenate a unique prefix to the

parameter so that our in-browser component can effectively detect and randomize

it. Note that, due to the design differences with eval(), for setTimeout() and

setInterval(), we randomize the string argument in-place instead of using a prefix

if it is non-malicious.

In addition, we extract the security configuration of an extension from the chrome.

manifest configuration file. In particular, we extract the chrome:// URL in order

to determine an extension’s origin. Furthermore, we extract the overlay targets,
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i.e., the browser UI files modified by an extension’s overlay UIs. These extracted

configurations make up a JSRand-ready extension’s installation profile.

5.3.3 Effectiveness of Runtime Protection

After the offline transformation using JSRand and JSPoint, we repackage each exten-

sion and reinstall them in our instrumented browser. We also supply the extracted

configuration information to the browser. We carry out the same attacks on the vul-

nerable extensions as before. In most instances, the attacks fail by causing a “syntax

error” exception. Moreover, apart from the exceptions, our runtime mechanism does

not cause the JavaScript engine and the browser to behave in any unusual manner.

Our evaluation suite contains two extensions with injection vulnerabilities through

dynamic code generation functions. In both cases, vulnerabilities occur because of

passing untrusted web content as parameter to the eval() function. The combi-

nation of JSRand and JSPoint is able to prevent attack attempts on both these

extensions. Eight extensions in the evaluation suite contain JavaScript injection

vulnerabilities through different DOM modification functions and properties (e.g.,

document.write(), node.innerHTML etc.). Our protection mechanism is able to

prevent attacks on seven extensions. In total, out of the ten vulnerable extensions in

our evaluation suite, our approach is able to prevent attacks on nine extensions.

In Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, we have shown attacks and points-to analysis results

for the Wikipedia Toolbar extension, which is representative of the extensions that

contain injection vulnerabilities through dynamic code generation functions. Next,

we outline the evaluation summary of two extensions that are representative of the

extensions containing injection vulnerabilities through DOM modification functions
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.4: Feed Sidebar vulnerability demonstration. (a) Users can subscribe and
view feeds in the sidebar. However, malicious scripts can be embedded in feeds. (b)
Injected malicious JavaScript code is able to steal name-password pair.

(Feed Sidebar and Scribefire). We also report the evaluation summary of the extension

which our approach is not able to protect (Firebug).

Feed Sidebar

Feed Sidebar is an extension that lets users subscribe to Really Simple Syndication

(RSS) feeds and displays the feeds in a sidebar panel. As RSS feeds are essentially

XML documents containing rich content, they might include elements such as <img>

tags. It is possible to embed malicious JavaScript code as event handler in such

elements. A user might use Feed Sidebar to subscribe to a malicious RSS feed con-

taining attack scripts embedded as event handler functions of HTML elements. Feed

Sidebar displays these feeds by dynamically rewriting the DOM tree of a file named

preview.html. When the user interacts with the feed (e.g., via mouse click), the

malicious script executes with the full privileges of the extension. Fig. 5.4 shows the

demonstration of an attack using a malicious RSS feed. An user subscribes to the
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feed by clicking the “Subscribe Now” button. Feed Sidebar displays the feed in the

sidebar (in the left corner of Fig. 5.4 (a)). When the “click me” button is clicked from

the sidebar, the exploit steals username-password pairs and posts them to a server

under an attacker’s control (see Fig. 5.4 (b)).

We convert the source code of the Feed Sidebar extension using JSRand. We also

perform a points-to analysis using JSPoint, which yields no malicious parameter val-

ues in dynamic code generation functions. We then install the extension and execute

the attack on the extension. This time, the attack fails as the derandomization process

turns the attack code into invalid code, which causes the JavaScript engine to throw

a syntax error exception. Note that, this vulnerability was not discovered by a pre-

vious static analysis approach for detecting extension vulnerabilities [45], indicating

the need of runtime protection approaches like JSRand.

Scribefire

Scribefire is an extension that enables a user to easily publish a blog from within

the browser. Scribefire allows users to embed rich content such as images through

its editor window. The editor window also supports an HTML input mode. A user

can copy-paste a portion of HTML input that contains malicious JavaScript event

handlers in rich media elements such as <img>. When the user tries to preview the

blog, the event might be fired and the embedded malicious code would execute with

the full privileges of the extension. The exploit succeeds because Scribefire dynami-

cally rewrites the DOM tree of a file named: blank.html with the malicious attack

code. Fig. 5.5 shows a demonstration of the Scribefire exploit. Here, a malicious page

embeds attack code in a <img> element which is embedded in a blog using Scribefire

(see Fig. 5.5 (a)). When the image is clicked, the attack code is executed (see Fig. 5.5
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.5: Scribefire vulnerability demonstration. (a) Rich content can be embedded
in blogs. However, these contents might contain malicious JavaScript code. (b)
Injected malicious JavaScript code is able to steal name-password pair.

(b)).

We convert the source code of the Scribefire extension using JSRand. We also

perform a points-to analysis, which yields no malicious parameter values in dynamic

code generation functions. The randomized extension is installed and attacked using

the same attack script as before. However, the attack fails by causing a syntax error

due to the protection offered by JSRand. Similar to Feed Sidebar, this vulnerability

was also not discovered by a previous static analysis approach [45].

Firebug

Firebug is a fully-featured Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for web ap-

plications. Firebug contains a “NET” preview panel which can be used for inspecting

the network protocol data of a web page. If an attack page containing a malicious

event handler is previewed through the HTML mode of the “NET” preview panel, the

attack executes with the full privileges of the extension.
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JSRand is unable to prevent this injection attack on Firebug. The reason for the

failure is that the injection modifies the DOM tree of a blank HTML page that itself

is dynamically generated, i.e., the blank HTML page is not available during offline

transformation. This page is a browser-standard blank page named “about:blank”.

By including “about:blank” in the configuration of the randomized extension, the at-

tack can be thwarted. However, this would also prevent all other (potentially benign)

script execution in “about:blank”, as this page might not be used by Firebug alone.

This issue might be solved if the developers of Firebug use a blank HTML document

explicitly instead of dynamically generating a browser-standard one.

We also randomize and install 30 non-vulnerable extensions for evaluating the

compatibility of our approach with non-vulnerable extensions. After the installation

of each of these extensions, we use the user interface elements of the extensions to

exercise various functionalities. 28 out of the 30 extensions execute without causing

any issues. The two extensions causing problems are Microsoft .NET Framework

Assistant v1.2.1 and Menu Editor v1.3.7. Further investigation of these extensions is

necessary to find out the root cause of the problems.

5.3.4 Performance Evaluation

Our runtime protection approach incurs a negligible performance overhead. We do

not notice any major slowdowns in the browsing experience during the evaluation.

We measure both the time needed to randomize an extension file and the corre-

sponding derandomization time in the browser. For files of vulnerable extensions,

the offline randomization times range from 0.0359 milliseconds to 15.22 seconds, with

an average of 0.93 seconds. The corresponding runtime derandomization times range
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from 0.026 milliseconds to 5.57 seconds, with an average of 0.53 seconds. For files

of non-vulnerable extensions, the randomization times range from 0.0043 millisec-

onds to 106.535 seconds with an average of 1.43 seconds. The corresponding runtime

derandomization times range from 0.032 milliseconds to 46.5 seconds with an aver-

age of 1.07 seconds. The runtime (derandomization) overheads are mostly one-time,

as the browser usually compiles the extension files when they are first loaded. The

performance overhead of our approach increases with the size (lines of code) of the

source files. We foresee that the overhead will decrease as we incorporate performance

tuning in our implementation. Moreover, we evaluate these extensions in a “debug”

version of Mozilla Firefox, which is considerably slower than an actual “release” build.

We believe that with performance tuning and by using a “release” version of Mozilla

Firefox, the overhead can be reduced significantly.

Since our randomization approach works by appending random keys to JavaScript

keywords and identifiers, it increases the size (in bytes) of the code. We find that,

for non-vulnerable extensions, the code size increases by about 16.68% on average for

an eight-character key. For vulnerable extensions, the average increase in code size

is 32.31%. If different randomization schemes with keys of different lengths are used,

this size increment will vary.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have provided the implementation details and the evaluation re-

sults of the proposed approach. We modify the Mozilla Firefox browser to implement

the runtime component of the solution. For the offline transformation phase, we de-

velop a source-code randomizer and a points-to analyzer. We build the evaluation
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suite by obtaining the copies of vulnerable and non-vulnerable extension samples.

We also develop four “deliberately vulnerable” extensions in order to compensate for

the unavailable vulnerable extensions. We evaluate the implemented approach on a

total of 40 extensions. The approach is able to protect 9 out of the 10 vulnerable

extensions from JavaScript injection attacks. Furthermore, the approach is compat-

ible with 28 out of the 30 non-vulnerable extensions. Finally, our approach incurs

modest overhead for the randomization and the derandomization processes. In the

following chapter, we conclude this thesis by summarizing the goals and findings and

by providing directions for future work.



Chapter 6

Conclusion

Web browser extensions enable users to enhance their browsing experience and to

customize their browsers according to their needs. Currently available browser exten-

sions provide a bewildering array of features to be integrated in a browser, ranging

from minor tweaks to the browser user interface to selective blocking of unwanted

advertisements in web pages to transforming a web browser itself into a full-fledged

web development platform. For this reason, browser extensions enjoy widespread

popularity among the users. Moreover, feature-rich extensions can be developed with

ease as they run atop the same web platform (HTML/XML, JavaScript, and CSS) as

web applications and receive unrestricted access to the privileged, powerful internal

components of the web browser. However, as we have discussed in Chapter 2, the

high privilege of browser extension scripts can be a pitfall, as malicious attack scripts

are able to usurp that privilege and cause arbitrary damage to a victim user’s com-

puter by exploiting JavaScript injection vulnerabilities in extensions. The current

JavaScript security policy, i.e., the Same Origin Policy is not adequate for mitigating

this problem. This thesis is aimed at addressing the issue of unwanted attack code

119
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injection in JavaScript-based browser extensions, while maintaining backward com-

patibility by keeping the existing extension platform intact. We have discussed the

proposed approach, implementation details, and evaluation results in the previous

chapters. We conclude this thesis by summarizing our contributions in Section 6.1.

In Section 6.2, we discuss some limitations of our approach and propose future work

in order to overcome these limitations.

6.1 Summary

To address the injection vulnerability problem in JavaScript-based browser extensions,

we propose JSRand, a runtime protection mechanism that randomizes an extension’s

code to make it self-protecting. We retrofit a production browser with our solution to

augment the current security policy of the browser and to enforce runtime protection

by distinguishing attack code from the code of extensions. We only allow legitimate

extension code to be run and forbid the execution of attack code, thereby safely

capturing and disabling any malicious intent to be unleashed on the users. The

highlight of our approach is that unlike some of the other proposed runtime protection

techniques, we do not require a change to the underlying extension platform or APIs

of the browser. Rather, we base our approach on the lexical syntax of the JavaScript

language. Our randomization technique is also flexible, as we keep provisions to

customize our approach with different randomization schemes of varying complexity.

We also propose JSPoint, an on-demand JavaScript static analysis component

that deals with the issue of dynamic code generation. Our static analysis technique

indicates whether input parameters to the dynamic code generating functions are

potentially malicious. On the basis of the analysis, we make subtle changes to the
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extension code and accurately detect these changes inside the JavaScript engine.

By combing static analysis with the runtime technique, we are able to reduce false

positives and achieve maximum backward compatibility by relieving developers from

the burden of rewriting their extensions. Unlike other approaches that depend solely

on static analysis, our approach is designed to augment the security guarantee already

being provided by the runtime protection mechanism.

To determine the efficacy of our technique, we implement a prototype of our solu-

tion in the popular Mozilla Firefox browser. We evaluate our solution on a selection

of previously reported vulnerable extensions and show that our approach is able to

prevent JavaScript injection attempts on these extensions. We also measure the prac-

tical applicability of our approach by evaluating it on a selection of non-vulnerable

extensions. We find that for a large majority of the extensions, our approach incurs

very negligible overhead while keeping the normal features of the extensions intact.

6.2 Limitations and Future Work

General Applicability

We implement and evaluate our approach on Mozilla Firefox, a popular browser

supporting a very robust extension platform. We are yet to evaluate our approach

on other browsers that support similar JavaScript-based extensions, such as Google

Chrome. While the browser architecture and the extension platform of Google Chrome

varies greatly from Mozilla Firefox, the underlying core components enabling exten-

sibility are similar, namely, the web platform consisting of HTML, JavaScript, and

CSS. Recent research has shown that despite measures taken to mitigate extension

vulnerabilities, it is possible to inject malicious JavaScript code in Google Chrome
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extensions [53, 61, 62]. Similarly, Mozilla Firefox currently supports a new extension

framework codenamed Jetpack that shares many design elements with the Google

Chrome extension platform [20]. We plan to investigate the issue of JavaScript injec-

tion attacks in these browser extension platforms and suitably adapt our implemen-

tation to address the architectural differences among these platforms.

As the target of this thesis is to protect end-users from extension vulnerabilities,

our approach is to err on the side of caution rather than risking malicious code ex-

ecution. This approach might break some extensions by disallowing legitimate code

execution. Our future work includes integrating customizable security policies that

would allow such extensions to work properly.

Attacks on the Randomization Scheme

A fundamental assumption in our core randomization technique is that the secret

key is hidden from attackers. We assume that an attacker is remote, i.e., he or

she does not access the victim user’s computer directly. By directly accessing the

user’s computer, an attacker might be able to find out the key(s). This would enable

the attacker to apply the same randomization technique on malicious attack code,

making it indistinguishable from the valid extension code. While the possibility of

this threat cannot be completely sidestepped, we believe that by directly accessing

a user’s computer an attacker can also carry out the malicious deeds in other ways

without exploiting a browser. One method of mitigating this threat could be to

hide the key itself using suitable encryption techniques. Another shortcoming of the

randomization techniques in general is the possibility of information exposure under

brute-force key-guessing attacks. While we provide considerable flexibility in choosing

the length and number of keys, the possibility of a dedicated attacker guessing the keys
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using brute-force techniques cannot be completely overlooked. We hope to further

investigate this issue and evaluate the efficacy of different key schemes under brute-

force attacks.

Static Analysis

By nature of static analysis, JSPoint performs a conservative analysis whenever possi-

ble, which might lead to false positives. As we have discussed in Chapter 4, statically

analyzing JavaScript programs is far from trivial. Inaccuracies might surface due to

conservatively tainting variables, evaluating all branches of conditionals, and unre-

solved references to object properties. We inline function bodies to support context-

sensitivity, which prevents us from correctly modeling recursions. We duly note that

past static analyses on JavaScript also face similar limitations [44, 45]. We try to

mimic the actual JavaScript execution in browsers, and therefore do not currently

perform a whole-program analysis. Due to the event-driven nature of JavaScript pro-

grams, the program execution flow might follow different paths based on the user

inputs, and an accurate whole-program analysis must account for all combinations of

user inputs. While we observe that our analysis is suitable for our evaluation suite, it

remains to be seen whether performing more complex whole-program analysis would

avail any benefits [72]. A common limitation faced by JavaScript static analyses is

the inability to analyze the code that is dynamically generated during execution, and

JSPoint is no exception. Finally, accurately modeling the JavaScript execution en-

vironment (modeling the DOM and extension APIs) is a research topic in itself [77]

that we find orthogonal to our goals, and we rely on approximation which makes our

analysis unsound. This is also a limitation faced by previous JavaScript static anal-

yses [44, 45, 66]. One approach could be to integrate the static analysis technique in
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the browser, which would nullify any possibilities of incorrectly modeling the internal

APIs of the browser. We plan to explore these different possibilities and find a suit-

able combination for JSPoint. Furthermore, recently Google Chrome has forbidden

the inclusion of the eval() statement in its extensions [12]. Adopting such a rigorous

solution might cripple some extensions. We will investigate the effects of modifying

extension code by eliminating dynamic code generation functions.
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